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Falcons look for first win, see page eight 
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UB40will 
perform 
at BGSU 
by Deborah Gottschalk 
assistant managing editor 
A British band gaining noto- 
riety in the United States will 
perform at the University next 
month. 
UB40, a "rock and reggae 
band" is "still building its audi- 
ence in the states," according 
to Mika El-Baz, one of the 
band's publicists in New York 
City. 
The band, which will perform 
in Anderson Arena Nov. 2, re- 
cently released the album UB40 
and has been touring the U.S. 
since Aug. 2, El-Baz said. 
The band is currently per- 
forming at universities across 
the nation. In October 1986, the 
band played for a combined au- 
dience of 96,000 in the Soviet 
Union. 
In addition to the University, 
the band will also perform at 
Duke University, Virginia Poly- 
Tech and Colby University, 
among others. 
The eight-piece band has 
released seven albums, and 
"now with the success of (the 
song) 'Red, Red Wine,' people 
are going to know who they 
are,  El-Baz said. 
Prior to UB40, the band 
released Rat in the Kitchen, 
which contained more socio- 
political issues than their re- 
cent album. 
"Last year, they (the band) 
had a sobering up when their 
sound man was killed in a car 
accident," El-Baz said. After 
the incident, she said "they be- 
gan to open up more and write 
about more personal issues." 
"The band is not totally re- 
See UB40, page 5. 
Rock-A-Bye Baby BG News/Paul Vemon 
Jennl Cupp, freshman pre-journalism major, braved the cold to participate in the University Alumni Asso- 
ciation rock-athon to raise money for St. Jude's Childrens Hospital. Cupp said."It's not boring, it's just that 
it's so cold. We all need long underwear and mittens.'' 
Star Wars budget reduced 
WASHINGTON (AP) - In'what one offi- 
cial acknowledged was "a startling 
change," the Defense Department said 
Thursday it has slashed the cost of the first 
phase of a Star Wars defensive shield from 
$115 billion to $69 billion, and the system 
could be available within a decade. 
But Sen. Sam Nunn, D-Ga., chairman of 
the Senate Armed Services Committee, said 
the figures should be viewed with "some 
skepticism" because the cost of weapons 
Cgrams often goes down while they are in 
planning stages and then rises when pro- 
duction starts. 
The new figures arise from a restructur- 
ing of the Strategic Defense Initiative, the 
formal name of President Reagan's 5-year- 
old program to develop a high-tech shield 
against attack by Soviet nuclear missiles. 
Those changes were approved after De- 
fense Secretary Frank C. Carlucci ordered a 
review when it became apparent the Demo- 
cratic-controlled Congress would cut Rea- 
gan's Star Wars budget request for the fiscal 
year that began last Saturday. 
The president sought $4.8 billion for Star 
Wars, but Congress approved $4.1 billion, up 
from last years $3.9 billion budget. 
The current debate over Star Wars centers 
around plans to develop a first-stage pro- 
by Kathy Fox 
staffreporter 
The University's finest roya- 
lty appeared last night at the 
annual bonfire when the 1988 
Homecoming queen and king 
were announced. 
Angie Walker, a business ad- 
ministration major, and Ti- 
mothy Peterson, a leisure ser- 
vices management major, were 
announced as the 1988 Bowling 
Green Homecoming queen and 
king at the bonfire held at Col- 
lege Park. 
Walker, a member of the Al- 
pha Chi Omega sorority, was the 
1987 Alliance City Queen and a 
volunteer for the Bowling Green 
retirement home. 
Peterson, the president of the 
Undergraduate Student 
Government, is a member of Si- 
gma Phi Epsilon and was in- 
volved with Senior Challenge. 
Steve Mason and Diane Scrib- 
ner, morning disc jockeys at 
WRQN 93-Q, were at the bonfire 
to emcee the event and an- 
nounce the winners. 
The queen and king, who will 
participate in the Homecoming 
parade tomorrow before the 
Bowling Green-Ohio University 
football game, were chosen 
from approximately 60 to 75 ap- 
plicants in the University Activi- 
ties Organization search. 
Contestants were chosen on 
the basis of grade point average, 
community   services   and In- 
volvement and extracurricular 
activities. 
Other members of the Home- 
coming court include Mark Hos- 
feld, Tracy Gruel, Christopher 
KeUeher, Michele Koval, Ti- 
mothy Maugherman, Wendy 
Neal, Elizabeth Rice, and Mat- 
thew Webb. 
Walker and Peterson will be 
crowned at the Homecoming 
game Saturday. 
Peace Coalition 
boycotts grapes 
by Tracy Richards 
staff reporter 
A University organization an- 
nounced Wednesday that it is 
initiating a boycott against the 
use of harmful pesticides on 
"table" grapes. 
Explaining its position during 
a press conference, members of 
the Peace Coalition said they 
have planned many activities to 
educate the consumer about the 
problems involved with the 
grape-producing industry. 
According to Diane Docis, 
graduate student in political 
science and member of the 
Peace Coalition, the organiza- 
tion is sponsoring the boycott in 
support of the United Farm 
Workers boycott which began in 
1984. 
"The Peace Coalition is not 
taking a sudden interest in the 
grape boycott. As individuals, 
there has always been a few 
members concerned with the 
use of dangerous pesticides," 
Docis said. 
"It isn't a distant issue, the 
grape boycott affects people in 
our community," Docis said. "I 
don't think people don't care — 
they just don't know what they 
can do." 
"It is such a little thing, but 
the simple act of not buying 
grapes can do a lot of good,' she 
said. 
Among the activities included 
are a month-long fast by the or- 
ganization. She said each day, 
two different members of the 
organization will fast and the 
cycle will continue through the 
end of the month. On Wednes- 
day, all members of the organi- 
zation participated in the last, 
she said. 
Docis said member of the or- 
ganization approached Jane 
Schimpf, director of University 
Food Operations, prior to the 
boycott to discuss the controver- 
sial issues surrounding Califor- 
nia grapes. 
Schimpf said the coalition in- 
formed Food Operations of the 
upcoming activities they would 
be sponsoring in an attempt to 
inform students of the grape 
boycott. They also raised the is- 
sue of the University Food 
Operations possibly boycotting 
the grapes as well, she said. 
Details about the grape boy- 
cott will be presented to a stu- 
dent board for discussion in mid- 
October, Schimpf said. 
"We rely heavily on govern- 
ment information. We have not 
received any information to in- 
dicate that they are unhealthy," 
Schimpf said. 
Schimpf said for Food Opera- 
tions to halt grape sales, she 
would have to instruct Universi- 
ty food buyers to quit bidding for 
grapes. 
For now, Schimpf said she has 
no plans for Food Operations to 
discontinue selling grapes. 
"The cafeterias offer a varie- 
ty of different items," she said. 
"College-age students should be 
able to make their own individu- 
al choices. 
"We try not to get politically 
involved in issues — if enough 
students stop buying the grapes 
we would, of course, take them 
off the menu," she said. 
According to Chris Crawford, 
member ot the United Farm 
Workers and director of the Mi- 
chigan and Ohio boycotts, the 
boycott was formed to protest 
the dangers the grapes pose to 
consumers. The treatment of the 
migrant workers farming the 
grapes is also being protested, 
she said. 
Crawford said the three goals 
of the boycott are the elim- 
ination of the use of the five most 
deadly   pesticides   which  are 
D See Grapes, page 5. 
gram that could form the basis of a wide- 
ranging system. 
The initial phase is based chiefly on space- 
based interceptor rockets, known as SBIs. 
that would be housed in flying "garages 
circling the globe, ready to be fired at laun- 
ched Soviet missiles. 
The large cost reduction is chiefly achiev- 
ed by scaling back plans for the number of 
interceptor rockets, Pentagon officials told a joint hearing of the Senate and House Armed 
Services committees. 
"This is a startling change," acknowl- 
edged Robert Costello, undersecretary of 
defense for acquisition. 
Peterson, Walker royal couple 
Election appeal 
denied by USG 
by Barbara A. Weadock 
staff reporter 
Robert Lewis, who lost 
the District Four Under- 
graduate Student 
Government senator elec- 
tions on Sept 21, also lost 
his appeal to tile USG Elec- 
tions and Opinions Board 
(EOB) last night. 
Lewis said he filed his 
appeal on the grounds that 
the polling area in Harsh- 
man was not open, and his 
constituents were denied a 
convenient place to vote. 
Lewis, who lives in Conk- 
lin, said most of the people 
who live in his residence 
hall eat in the Harshman 
dining room, and would 
have voted there if a poll 
had been open. 
Brian McGowan, a sup- 
porter of Lewis, said "a lot 
of Bob's (Lewis') friends 
go there and eat and we 
would have expected to 
find a place to vote, but 
there was no booth at all." 
Nick Marcos, another 
Lewis supporter, said he 
and McGowan informed 
Lewis that there had been 
no poll open in Harshman. 
''Yes, there were other 
voting places, but had I 
known earlier that 
(Harshman would not be 
open) I would have gone 
somewhere else," be said. 
Nick Sims, who won the 
USG District Four senator 
seat, said he did not be- 
lieve that not having a poll 
in Harshman affected the 
outcome of the election. 
He said that both he and 
Lewis may have lost votes 
due to the absence of a poll. 
Sims added that because 
he was at football practice, 
be was not able to vote for 
himself. 
Lewis lost the Sept. 21 
election to Nick Sims 18 to 
10 for the District Four 
seat. Polls In the Union 
Oval and Kreischer, Foun- 
ders, Commons and, for a 
limited time, McDonald 
dining halls were open. 
Friday News in Brief 
The weather forecast for the area 
calls for partly cloudy 
skies today, with the 
high near 55 degrees. 
Homecoming Satur- 
day will be mostly 
tunny with the high 
temperatures In the 
upper 50s. Sunday 
and Monday will be 
fair with the highs in 
the 60. Lows through 
trie period will be In 
the 30s. 
Mac teaching seminars 
available on campus 
Computer Services is offering a seminar to pro- 
vide an introduction to the Apple Macintosh 
microcomputer and the MacWrite word- 
processing package, which can be used for creat- 
ing and editing term papers. Macintosh computers 
are in the Union, Library, Business and Technolo- 
gy computer labs and all residence hall labs. 
Open to all faculty, staff and students, "Intro- 
duction to MacWrite on the Macintosh,'1 will be 
offered during the following dates: 
DOct. 17,6-8 p.m. 
DOct.l8,J-5p.m. 
DOct. 19,10:30 a.m.-12:30pjn. 
DOct. 20,2:30-4:30 p.m. 
DOct. 24,7-9 pjn. 
To register, call 372-2102. 
New group slogans urged 
To upgrade minority involvement on campus, 
the Black Student Union is sponsoring a contest 
urging all University organizations to develop new 
slogans for their groups. 
Initially, BSU planned to change its slogan only, 
but instead, decided to develop a contest 
other groups to get involved, said Tomara 
kins, vice president of the organization. 
"we want to change the slogan to get students 
involved in BSU," Watkins said. 
She said the organization's aim is to try to 
change the recent BSU slogan, "BSU is B-S with- 
out you." 
She said BSU plans to maintain unity as the or- 
ganization's major theme and hopes other organi- 
zations reflect the ideas in their slogans. 
"Without unity, BSU is just black students on 
campus — and not meeting the purposes to be ful- 
fiiipd." she said. 
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Students must voice 
housing concerns 
whenever possible 
University students have again lost the housing 
battle. 
Developer Cardinal Industries' request for rezon- 
ing to build a 115-unit student apartment complex in 
Bowling Green was denied Wednesday by the city 
planning commission. 
Although a Cardinal representative said the 
company is not giving up on building student hous- 
ing in Bowling Green, the road is not going to be 
easy. 
At the planning commission meeting, about 200 
residents of Ward 2 attended and voiced opposition 
to the proposed student apartment complex. Others 
in attendance even applauded those voicing oppo- 
sition to the rezoning. 
The main concern voiced by the residents would 
be that they would lose the "good quality of life" in 
their ward if student housing was built, saying the 
family-oriented neighborhoods would be overrun 
by noise and congestion. 
Among the group attending the meeting, no one 
but the developer spoke on behalf of the project. 
Where were all the students the additional hous- 
ingcould benefit? 
Clean, new and well-kept housing that was going 
to be available to undergraduates — not like many 
of the new complexes who limit their residents to 
"calmer" graduate students. 
Those voices that protest when they cannot find 
decent apartments were not here when they were 
needed. 
Admittedly, the off-campus housing scene in 
places is not a pretty one. 
In addition to exorbitant prices, the conditions of 
many houses and some apartment complexes are 
questionable — but are still lived in because those 
students not familiar with the off-campus housing 
search begin too late to find the respectable places. 
By offering students additional places to live, 
landlords and leasing companies would be forced to 
clean up and be more concerned about the condi- 
tions of student housing. Most students will choose 
to live in a newer location than in one left in disre- 
pair, and how many landlords are willing to lose the 
annual income the college students bring? 
University students could use the additional hous- 
ing — but it will never become a reality if the stu- 
dent voice remains silent. 
The planning commission was left with the 
Srotests of 200 residents ringing in their ears as 
ley unanimously voted down the rezoning request. 
Had a group of University students attended the 
meeting to voice concerns, perhaps a doubt that the 
project is not so "unnecessary" might have been 
created in the commission's mind — a doubt that 
might have reappeared when the next developer 
came along. 
But there is no doubt. Even if Cardinal Industries 
manages to build its apartment complex in Bowline 
Green, the resistence this company has met will 
speak volumes to any other developers considering 
constructing student housing in the city. 
In the future students should make their concerns 
about housing heard. If 200 students had attended 
the planning commission meeting, the vote could 
have been a very different one. • 
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The BG News editorial 
;ge  is  your  campus 
Letter, to the editor 
should be a maximum of 
209-300 words in length and 
should be typewritten, 
double-spaced, and signed. 
Address or on-campus 
mailbox number along 
with your telephone num- 
ber for verification, must 
be included. 
Columns may be longer, 
although a length of 800-700 
words is preferred. These 
should also be typewritten 
and double-spaced. Uni- 
versity students writing 
columns must provide 
class rank, major and 
hometown. 
The News reserves the 
right to reject any materi- 
al that is offensive, mali- 
cious or libelous. All sub- 
missions are subject to 
condensation. 
Please address all sub- 
missions to: 
Editorial Editor 
The BG News 
ttt West Hal 
Columnist wouldn't mind giving tours 
If marijuana was legalized, 
which philosophy teacher do you 
think would have the biggest 
plant? 
This University never ceases 
to amaze me. It's the only place 
where you can fill out your 
schedule three months ahead of 
time and still rest assured you 
won't be getting all your classes. 
Has Howard's ever smelled 
good? Question: What's the differ- 
ence between University. Presi- 
dent Paul Olscamp and a 
professional golfer? 
Answer:  BG gives Paul his $109,000 a year whether he 
makes the putt or not. 
For the first time in the his- 
tory of the American presi- 
dential race, they are having to 
look seriously into the issue of 
who gets the presidential title 
when "none of the above" wins. 
Hey, did anyone get a hold of 
that paper the football coaches 
passed out last year with the 30 
easiest classes at the University 
listed (so their players could get 
a quality education, I would im- 
Why is it that the parking lot next to the 
health center is faculty-staff? Don't 
students get sick too?! 
agine) ? If so, before you call the 
NCAA, can I get a quick look at 
it? 
After paying $1 on weekends 
just to get into Uptown does 
anyone get the feeling the owner 
might be a little greedy? 
Poison's second album is out! 
The words and music are pretty 
much the same, but they all 
switched lipstick colors. 
Brathaus has finally decided 
to create a friendly and inviting 
image, and has started by buy- 
ing a new sign. Now, if they just 
get rid of that guy with the red 
baseball cap and beard, they'll 
be well on their way. 
Has Rex Reed ever liked a 
movie? 
Do you ever get the feeling 
that Murphy would have loved 
computers? 
I took my first philosophy 
class this semester and, after a 
week, I realized the bookstore 
must have made an error. My 
class packet didn't include the 
hand-knitted poncho and san- 
dals everyone else received. 
Has anyone gotten through to 
Fact Line this week? 
Does the word "sucker" enter 
everyone's mind when they see 
a campus tour group? I should 
give those walks. I'd take them 
into the music building and see 
who never makes it out. 
If BG is going to make fresh- 
men and sophomores live on 
campus then WHY DON'T 
THEY BUILD ANOTHER 
DORM?! 
I think the Bowling Green 
cafeteria is the only place in 
America where you can buy a 
steak made purely from turkey 
meat. 
Why is it that the parking lot 
next to the Health Center is for 
faculty and staff? Don't students 
get sick too?! 
USG recently held a mock 
presidential election in which 
the Bush-Quayle ticket won by a 
2-to-l margin. Of course, if this 
campus was really important to 
either of the candidates, would 
we get no speaker from one side 
and Rob Lowe from the other? 
The Republicans can say any- 
thing they want about how tough 
George Bush really is, but if he 
were around, I still wouldn't 
bend over to pick up soap in the 
shower. 
Question: What's the average 
frat member's response to any 
question? 
His answer: "I'm not sure, let 
me see what the rest of the guys 
think." 
Tracey is a junior product 
procurement major. 
DENNIS HOERI6 - OFF THE BEAT 
Writers can't always be cheerleaders 
Walking across campus, I no- 
tice a blackening of the after- 
noon sky. Suddenly, the air is 
thick and black. I can't see. 
Gnats. 
Where else but Bowling 
Green— home of the former 
Black Swamp— could we have 
such a problem. These tiny pests 
are everywhere and they won't 
go away. Small and black, they 
come in swarms and make a lei- 
surely walk an annoying excur- 
sion. These are my notes from 
"gnat town." 
So, here we are in week seven 
and the field day against BG 
iVewscolumnists is well under- 
way. Just cruise through the 
"Letters" section in the paper. 
One writer calls Craig Hergert 
"out of whack." Another ridi- 
cules Nancy Ericsson for her 
use of a talking pitbull named 
Buster, while another rips Joel 
Miller for his verbosity. 
Ah, but none of this compares 
with the shellacking sports edi- 
tor Andy Woodard has been 
taking lately. All because he 
failed to salute the holy flag of 
the BG football squad. Sure, our 
gridders are 0-6 and their per- 
formance to date has been, well, 
BLOOM COUNTY 
Do their (Browns) championship hopes 
truly center on one man alone? That is 
sad. No single player can carry a team — 
regardless of how good he is. 
less than spectacular. 
The criticism Andy has been 
taking is amazing. His column 
was clearly labeled as commen- 
tary-meaning this was his per- 
sonal opinion. 
Yet. the letters pour in. con- 
demning him for not being a 
cheerleader. Well, dear readers, 
that is not journalism. That is 
public relations. Andy's column 
was his own particular insight 
on a team he happens to cover 
for the paper. In no way is he 
obliged to sugarcoat his 
thoughts, simply in the name of 
"school spirit/' 
One hothead even went so far 
as to imply that Andy's cover- 
age of the team was responsible 
for the Falcons' dismal showing 
and the lack of student support 
for the team. Rubbish. The only 
thing holding our football team 
is itself. Put some points on the 
scoreboard. Close the holes in 
the swiss-cheese defense. Then 
let's talk about lack of support: 
Reading the blotter is a par- 
ticularly interesting hobby 
sometimes. But, have you no- 
ticed a peculiar trend this 
semester? Every week, I read of 
at least one warped individual 
performing a "solitary" act In 
public. 
Is this a fad? Or is it the latest 
in attention-getting antics? Let's 
hope this is not something that 
continues in Bowling Green. 
How, exactly, did Michael 
Dukakis arrive at the almost- 
obvious choice of Rob Lowe as 
his campus spokesman? And 
will George Bush please counter 
with Christie Brinkley or 
Heather Thomas. The intellec- 
tual content would be about the 
same as Lowe's rousing oratory, 
I'm sure. 
Berke Breathed 
ouwx.'fmei 
mtevwumu rewm, 
msKCTft*. I I wm 
The burning issue of the day, 
naturally, is this: will Bush and 
Dukakis ever get to the real is- 
sues of the campaign? More im- 
portantly, will anyone even 
care? 
And, if there's a doctor in the 
house, could someone please tell 
me what ails those Cleveland 
Indians? They were hot, hot, 
hot. Then came the All-Star 
break and a return to familiar 
form — the rapid backslide. It 
was a great half-season. To use 
the phrase most often used in the 
Cleveland fan's lexicon: wait 
until next year. 
Most interesting in the football 
world is the demise of the 
Browns. Fans of the Cleveland 
squad crowed with glee: This is 
our year! This is the season we 
go to the Super Bowl! Finally, 
we gain respectability and those 
nasty Steeler fans will stop mak- 
ing Cleveland jokes. 
Not this year, folks. Saint 
Bernie is injured and the picture 
is bleak, indeed. They continue 
to perplex me, these Browns 
fans. Do their championship 
hopes truly center on one man 
alone? That is sad. No single 
player can carry a team — re- 
gardless of how good he Is. 
To again use the Clevelander's 
refrain: wait until next year. 
Is anyone as excited as I am 
that WUPW, in their abundant 
taste and wisdom, is now show- 
ing both Batman and Get 
Smart? 
As they say... same bat time, 
same bat channel. 
Hoerie, a senior journalism 
major from Tiffin, is a copy edi- 
tor for the News. 
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CAMPAIGN '88 
Mayberry vies for post 
by Greg Connel 
managing editor 
Experience is what separates 
the candidates for prosecuting 
attorney, according to Republi- 
can nominee Alan R. Mayberry. 
"By the time the next pros- 
ecuting attor- 
ney takes of- 
fice, I'll have 
nine and one- 
half years ex- 
perience as a 
Erosecutor. I 
ave experi- 
ence in all four 
areas   of  the 
Iob," he said, 
le    said    the    Mayberry 
four areas are prosecuting all 
felony cases and all juvenile 
offenses in Wood County, repre- 
senting township and county 
officials as their legal council 
and coordinating the enforce- 
ment of child care payments. 
An assistant county prosecut- 
ing attorney since 1980, 
Mayberry is running for the of- 
fice against Democrat Michae- 
Ue Crowley. 
He said his experience with 
the iob makes him the best qual- 
ified candidate for the job. 
"I have full-time experience," 
he said."I don't have a private 
practice — Wood County is my 
only client." 
Mayberry, who moved with 
his family to Bowling Green in 
1962, graduated from the Uni- 
versity in 1975 with an education 
degree in political science. 
While at the University, 
Mayberry was a member of the 
student court. 
He earned his law degree at 
the University of Toledo in 1978 
and interned with the Bowling 
Green city prosecutors' office 
where he said he tried cases 
"just as if he were a pros- 
ecutor." 
Although he entered a private 
practice after graduating with 
his law degree, ne said, I kept 
looking for a prosecutor's posi- 
tion." 
Appointed   to   an   assistant 
frosecuting attorney position in 
980, he was named chief assis- 
tant in 1981. 
Mayberry said he has partici- 
pated in educational programs 
while with the county pros- 
ecutors' office that provides ad- 
ditional insight for the job. 
"I have over 350 hours of con- 
tinuing legal education specif- 
ically designed for prosecuting 
attorneys. Most of it came from 
the National College of District 
Attorneys," Mayberry said. 
Mayberry said his acom- 
plishments as an assistant pros- 
ecuting attorney included con- 
victions against Roy Garcia of 
Perrysburg Township who, in 
1980, stabbed University student 
Stephen Bowers to death, and of 
Lamont Walker, Troy Stephen 
Hill and Patrick Henry — Toledo 
residents who kidnapped and 
raped a University student in 
1986. 
Mayberry, a former Bowling 
Green city councilman, said the 
new prosecuting attorney should 
work to improve victim- 
prosecutor relations. 
"If elected I will seek to estab- 
lish a victim assistance pro- 
gram. If you were a victim we 
would update you on your case 
— what happened today, what's 
happening tomorrow, when 
you re going to appear in court, 
— we'd explain the legal system 
to you," Mayberry said. 
Mayberry, running on the slo- 
gan "Because your rights are 
worth protecting," said Wood 
County s crime victims need an 
experienced prosecuting attor- 
ney. 
"If you were a victim, I think 
you'd want that experience and 
education working for you,"he 
said. 
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Crowley lauds diversity 
by Greg Connel 
managing editor 
f experience is the central is- 
; in the county prosecuting at- 
ney  race,  the  Democratic 
I
sue
tor
nominee said she believes her 
diverse background should win 
the election. 
Michaelle 
Crowley,   for- 
mer   Bowling 
Green   city 
prosecutor 
and practicing 
attorney, said 
she has lived 
in   Bowling 
Green   since 
she was 1 year  Crowley 
old and graduated from the Uni- 
versity with a degree in English 
in 1978. 
Like her opponent, Crowley 
was a legal intern with the Bowl- 
ing Green City Prosecutors' of- 
fice while earning her law de- 
gree from the University of Day- 
ton. 
After receiving the degree in 
1981, she returned to Bowling 
Green to practice law with her 
father. Patrick, and sister, 
Patricia. 
In addition to her private 
practice, Crowley was appoin- 
ted assistant city prosecutor for 
Bowling Green in 1982, and was 
appointed city prosecutor in 
1986. She held the position 
through Dec. 31,1987. 
Although she maintained a 
private practice throughout her 
political career, one of Tier cam- 
paign promises is that she win 
disassociate herself with Crow- 
ley and Crowley and work full- 
time for the county if elected. 
As city prosecutor, she said 
she was responsible for pros- 
ecuting all misdemeanor cases 
occurring in Bowling Green, as 
well as in IS of the county's 20 
unincorporated townships. 
She said she was also involved 
in improving relations between 
the University and city police 
departments while in the city 
prosecutor's position. 
"There were some problems 
between the campus police de- 
partment officers ana the city 
officers," she said. "I think I 
helped smooth things over by 
talking with people on both sides 
and ultimately this leads to a 
mutual aid pact so that one 
agency can call the other for 
help.'' 
She said the county prosecut- 
ing attorney's job entails similar 
duties as her former position. 
Although she credits her oppo- 
nent as being an excellent cri- 
minal prosecutor, she said the 
job takes more than skill in the 
courtroom. 
"The public's perception of 
the prosecutor's office is dispro- 
portionate toward the criminal 
side. Let's face it, that's what 
gets the headlines," she said. 
"But few people ir. Wood County 
are victims of crime or are cri- 
minals —the civil side of the job 
affects a lot more people's daily 
lives." 
She said her service on city 
and township planning and zon- 
ing committees has given her 
the necessary experience for job's civil demands. 
"I had almost daily contact 
with zoning and annexation 
committee members — answer- 
ing their questions for over five 
years," she said. 
As county prosecuting attor- 
ney, Crowley said she would use 
her background to take a more 
active role in the county's budg- 
eting and finance decisions. 
The additional financial work 
will not keep her out of the 
courtroom, she said. 
"As (the Bowling Green) city 
prosecutor, I prosecuted all 
criminal misdemeanors and 
traffic cases, (including) drunk- 
driving jury trials," she said. 
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University club 
aids cable deal 
Students to be offered price breaks 
by Jill Novak 
reporter 
One University organization's 
club project is designed to be a 
learning experience while bene- 
fiting students and a local cable 
company. 
The University Chapter of the 
American Marketing Associa- 
tion (AMA), in cooperation with 
Wood Cable Television Co., is 
currently involved in a special 
University-approved club 
project. 
Steve Fortener, vice president 
of activities for AMA, said the 
club will receive hands-on expe- 
rience by planning and organiz- 
ing a campaign that promotes a 
cable package from the com- 
pany. 
According to Larry Miller, 
general manager of Wood Cable, 
the program was designed to 
benefit the AMA by creating a 
participation opportunity in a 
real marketing campaign. He 
said this includes recruiting 
people and handling and pro- 
moting the product. 
"This is the first time we have 
ever done anything like this and 
the club will also be receiving 
commission on any sales they 
make, to be used for club 
projects. It will be a great expe- 
rience," Miller said. 
The club will promote annual 
and semester-long packages 
which offer students price 
breaks for special packages, 
Fortener said. 
He said the club has created a 
campaign to advertise the deals 
and has already manned booths 
in Harshman Quadrangle to 
take orders. He said the group 
will be at other residence halls 
during the next few weeks. 
"We will be in the lounge or by 
the cafeteria — in the high traf- 
fic areas. We hope to reach all 
students by doing this," For- 
tener said. 
Fifteen AMA members are in- 
volved in the program, Fortener 
said. 
"I think it is a good experience 
for our members to be Involved 
in a real sales project where we 
have to sell products to the stu- 
dents," he said. 
American Heart 
Association _ 
Cyclist crosses 
U.S. for charity 
by Deborah Kennedy 
copy editor 
A desire to see the United States and a love of biking moti- 
vated Jim Karlovec, senior interpersonal/public communica- 
tions major, to organize a cross-country bike ride to raise 
money for a Pi Kappa Phi fraternity'sphilanthropy. 
PUSH America, which started In San Diego and ended in 
Washington D.C., took two months and raised over $50,000 for 
PUSH. People Understanding Severely Handicapped is the 
national philanthropy of Pi Kapppa Phi fraternity, of which 
Karlovec is a member. 
The PUSH America team consisted of Karlovec, 14 cyclists 
and five crew members from 13 different colleges throughout 
the United States. The 20-member team began the journey 
June 13 and completed it Aug. 12. 
Karlovec said the purpose of the trip was to educate people 
about the needs of the severely handicapped. He said this was 
accomplished through lectures, seminars and media exposure. 
"The media exposure was great. We had television, radio 
and newspaper coverage plus some talk shows as well," Kar- 
lovec said. 
A serious long-distance biker for five years, Karlovec has 
also been involved in bike racing. 
Team members were selected by Karlovec from 85 appli- 
cants. Karlovec said the members were chosen on the basis of 
their fund-raising and biking ability — as well as the ability to 
take the summer off from work and classes. 
He said the toughest but most interesting experience was the 
night spent in Dateland, Ariz. 
Dateland had a population of eight, it was 115 degrees and 
we had to camp on the side of the road because it was so far 
from civilization," Karlovec said. "But, like in most places we 
stayed, the people made the difference." 
Other highlights for Karlovec were the time spent traveling 
through the Rockies and at the Holy Angel handicap facility in 
Charlotte, N.C. 
"The beauty of the Rockies was overwhelming and the day at 
the Holy Angel was great, "Karlovec said. "We were able to see 
D See PUSH, page 5. 
BG News/Susan Schulz 
Jim Karlovec, senior IPCO major, is the organizer o f"theKappa Phi 
philanthropy cross country bike, that raised over $50,000 for PUSH. 
Fifteen fraternity brother from 13 separate universities joined to 
bike from San Diego to Washington D.C. from June 13 to Aug. 12. 
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Alumni events scheduled 
Campus minority organizations celebrate Homecoming Week 
by Debbie Hippie 
staff reporter 
The Office of Minority Affairs 
has a wide array of events 
planned for Homecoming 
Weekend, including a play 
examining black history in mu- 
sic and an alumni reception, 
according to the vice president 
of Minority Affairs. 
"We are expecting approxi- 
mately 100 alumni — which is a 
lot considering there are only 
1480 minority alumni out 
there." Jack Taylor, vice 
president of Minority Affairs 
said Tuesday. 
Among the activities sched- 
uled are the play "Broadway 
Strutters," running 7 to 9 p.m. 
Thursday through Saturday in 
Bryan Recital Hall. Presented 
by the Board of Black Cultural 
Affairs, the play will examine 
WELCOME ALUMNI 
the history of black women in 
music. 
Admission for the play is $2. 
A Minority Alumni Reception 
will be Friday in the Presi- 
dent's Lounge at the Ice Arena 
at 7 p.m. and is open to all. A 
Black Greek Stompdown has 
also been planned for Friday. 
Sponsored by the Black Greek 
Council, the stompdown will 
begin at 8 p.m. in 121 West Hall 
and is open to all black frater- 
nity and sorority members. 
Admission for the stompdown 
is *4 and everyone participating 
will be admitted for free to the 
University   Homecoming 
Dance, which is open to all Uni- 
versity students. The Home- 
coming Dance begins at 10 p.m. 
and ends at2:30a.m. 
There will also be a luncheon 
from 11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. Satur- 
day for all black and hispanic 
alumni. 
Saturday's events include a 
Minority Alumni Dinner at 
Towers Inn Restaurant at 6 
p.m. and a semi-formal dance 
sponsored by the Black Student 
Union and the Board of Black 
Cultural Activities. The dance 
will be held at the Northeast 
Commons from 10 p.m. to 2:30 
a.m. 
See us for B.G.S.U. Homecoming Souvenirs 
B.G.S.U. T-Shirts 
B.G.S.U. Sweatshirts 
B.G.S.U. Children's Shirts 
B.G.S.U. Ornaments 
B.G.S.U. Mugs 
B.G.S.U. Glassware 
B.G.S.U. Decals 
Back Packs 
Pennants 
Stadium Blankets 
Stadium Seat Cushions 
Falcon Hats 
Umbrellas 
and other B.G.S.U. Merchandise 
Open Homecoming Saturday    9:00 - 5:30 
University Bookstore 
Main Floor Student Services Building 
Regular Hours 
8:00 - 5:00, Mon. - Fri. 9:00 - 5:00 Sat. 
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POST-GAME DELUXE BUFFET 8.95 
Roast Pork & Dressing, Ham, Chicken, Lasagne, Beef 
Stroganoff, Vegetable, Complete Salad Bar & Tasty Desserts! 
SUNDAY BRUNCH 9:00-2pm 5.95 
BEST BRUNCH IN TOWN! Fruit, Homemade Pastries, Eggs, 
Sausage, Chicken, Beef Stroganoff, and More! 
SUNDAY EVENING SUPER BUFFET 4"-7 pm 8.95 
Roast Sirloin, Seafood Newburg, Turkey Tetrazinni, Chicken, 
Parslled Potatoes, Garden Vegetable, Salad Bar, Assorted 
Desserts & Pastries. 
FULL COCKTAIL SERVICE 
ACROSS FROM BGSU 
FOOTBALL STADIUM 
354-2535 
■Ma -Ma ■Ma 
OPEN flam   7 DAYS A WEEK 
1628 E. WOOSTER, BOWLING GREEN 
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Greeks teach leadership 
by Christian Thompson 
staff reporter 
For the second year, Greek 
Life is sponsoring a workshop 
designed to develop leadership 
qualities in fraternity and soror- 
ity members. 
According to Cheryl Mette, U- 
niversity leadership coor- 
dinator, the "Emerging Leaders 
Workshop" is designed for stu- 
dents with no previous leader- 
ship abilities. 
"It's a workshop to introduce 
them to leadership skills and 
techniques, so they can be better 
leaders — not only within Greek 
organizations, but on campus as 
a whole," Mette said. 
She said some subjects 
covered in the one-day workshop 
will be time and stress man- 
agement, campus involvement 
and program development. 
She said nine sessions will be 
offered, allowing each partici- 
pant to select three for the day. 
Mary Edmonds, vice presi- 
dent of student affairs, will give 
the keynote address during a 
luncheon, Mette said. 
A goal-setting exercise is also 
planned for the day. She said 
participants will be paired with 
'peer mentors." 
"Peer mentors are Greek in- 
dividuals who have had leader- 
ship experience," Mette said. 
"They will serve as mentors to 
these emerging leaders to help 
them set some goals and hopefu- 
lly follow through with them 
over the course of next semes- 
ter." 
The workshop will be held Oct. 
23 at the Bowling Green Holiday 
Inn. Mette said anyone involved 
in the Greek community who is 
interested in participating or 
working as a peer mentor should 
apply at the Greek Life office. 
Today is the last day to apply. 
Registration is limited to 75 
people and there is a $10 regis- 
tration fee.     —   •«».*.   K'«I       —«..*«.,. -wire sjMua «*iiu iiupeiu-     irauon tee. 
Classes study biased ideas 
Elimination of prejudice goal of ethnic studies courses 
bv Debbie Hlnnle "We Drovidp the nugni tn Innlr •>» —       it. ■   JI_-J    ...       ... ... y ippi  
staff reporter 
There are many programs at the Universi- 
ty geared toward eliminating prejudices, in- 
cluding several University courses designed 
to develop an understanding of different cul- 
tures. 
According to Miguel Ornelas, director of 
the Office of Affirmative Action and Handi- 
cap Services, said several ethnic studies 
courses examine the factors important to 
the elimination of prejudices. 
e pro i e t e mea s to look at revo- 
lutions in our history ... and the attitudes 
(displayed in these courses)," Ornelas said. 
Another way to eliminate prejudices of 
race, sex and handicap capabilities are to 
utilize the various social events around 
campus, he said. Although social activities 
would be a good way to integrate various 
cultures, he said there tends to be a division 
among the groups at the events. 
"Of course, there tends to be some separa- 
tion, but this isn't on purpose," Ornelas said. 
•Black students tend to cluster together and 
white students do the same thing ... it helps 
Grapes _ 
Q Continued from page 1. 
used on California table grapes; 
creating free and fair elections 
for the farm workers and allow- 
ing the migrant workers more 
say about their labor conditions 
and forming a team of UFW 
members and grape growers to 
test the harmful chemicals and 
make the results public. 
"We have no intention of stop- 
ping our boycott until our de- 
mands are met," she said. 
She said by calling the boy- 
cott, the UFW has raised con- 
cern for pesticides across the 
nation. 
"There will probably be a lot 
of protests in other industries 
banning the use of harmful pes- 
ticides now," she said. 
A fact sheet distributed by the 
UFW states any California table 
grapes which are grown in soil 
infested with cancer-causing 
pesticides not only affect 
workers harvesting the grapes, 
but consumers who eat them. 
"The body can not release 
many of the pesticides used for 
Kapes," Crawford said. "I've 
en working with United Farm 
Workers and I've seen more and 
more people taking on the boy- 
cott as they hear about people 
dying from strange forms of 
cancers." 
Although the Peace Coali- 
tion's call for boycotting grapes 
could put a few migrant workers 
out of work, Pam Boehm, senior 
ethnic studies major and 
spokeswoman of the Peace Co- 
alition said there have  been 
UWFyboWy°co1terS SUPPOrting B 
"I guess receiving less money 
is not as important to them as 
creating safer working condi- 
tions," Boehm said. 
She said the workers indicate 
uiey believe something is being 
done and they are no longer hel- 
plessly watching friends and 
neighbors die as a result of 
working with dangerous pesti- 
cides, she said. 
the individual to be with people they identify 
with." 
To prevent separations from becoming a 
problem, the Office of Affirmative Action 
steps in to help.Ornelas said the office's goal 
is to see that no discrimination occurs. 
"We see that they're not denied a job be- 
cause of their race, sex or handicap abili- 
ties," he said. 
He said because many students are away 
from their community, several support 
groups are located on campus to make these 
students feel "at home." 
CIB40  
D Continued from page 1. 
moved from socio-political is- 
sues, they are just looking more 
into themselves,'' El-Baz said. 
Although the band is now 
singing more personal songs 
ana straying from material 
concerned with South Africa, 
world starvation, the evils of 
hard drugs, it still included one 
song on the new album about 
political issues, 
El-Baz said "Contaminated 
Minds," on side two of 
UB40,discusses how people are 
taken in by what politicians 
say. 
f
'We saw that in the (vice- 
presidential) debate," she said. 
According to Scott Simmons, 
a University Activities Organi- 
zation member publicizing the 
concert, doors open at 7 p.m. 
and the performance will start 
at 8 p.m. 
Reserved seat tickets will be 
available for $12 starting Oct. 12 
in the forum in the Student Ser- 
vices building from 8 a.m. to 3 
p.m. 
General public reserved seat 
tickets will be available Oct. 13 
at the Union Information desk 
between 11 a.m. and 4 p.m. and 
in Bowling Green at Finders 
Records and Tapes. 
Simmons said the opening act 
has not yet been announced. 
UB40 is scheduled to tour un- 
til the middle of December, al- 
though El-Baz said she is still 
adding performance dates to 
their tour schedule. 
POSH  
D Continued from page 4. 
the kids at the Holy Angel work 
with a unit donated by PUSH 
and play with them as well." 
Another PUSH America is be- 
ing planned for next summer. 
This time, Karlovec is planning 
for the trip to leave from San 
Francisco and end again in 
Washington D.C. The route will 
bring the team through north- 
west Ohio. 
"I would really like to see this 
become an annual event. The 
exposure it brings to the prob- 
lems of the handicapped is inva- 
luable," Karlovec said. "But, I 
am a senior and I am concen- 
trating on setting up a way for 
the effort to continue after I am 
gone." 
I; '8SSB- 
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UNION BAY 
COORDINATES 
£?n fashion trom toptc.bottom 
with Union Bay Fashions. Selec« 
Horn shirts, sweaters, and slacks 
30% Off 
KINNIKU 
COORDINATES 
Look crisp in black and white wi* 
Sk* Updated sweaters shrrts. 
and slacks. Sizes S-M-LAL. 
BONHOMME 
WASHED OXFORD SHIRT 
The Docket crest and the washed 
SonfcWh updated ok! starv 
dard. Assorted colors tn young 
men's sizes S-M-LXL. 
19.99  Orig. 26.00 
BUGLE BOY 
DENIM JEANS 
You'll look and feel great in Bugle 
S You deserve the tine Quality 
S'fashion features that Sue* 
8oy delivers. Sizes 29-36. 
29.99   Orig. 40.00-42.00 
LEATHER BOMBER JACKET 
Too it all oft this season with the 
Ember jacket in antique bronzed 
£!£, withamap design l-ning. 
Sizes 36-46. 
169.99  Orig. 200.00 
SATURDAYS SHIRTS 
Assorted updated styles in 100 A 
Sen cottoTshirts. Fashion and 
basic colors. Sizes S-M-L-XL. 
14.99-24.99 
SATURDAYS SWEATERS 
Acrylic sweaters in updatedpat- 
terns and fashion colors. Easy to 
coordinate with Saturdays shirts. 
Sizes S-M-L-XL. 
22.99-27.99 
Orig. 28.00-34.00_ 
BUGLE BOY 
CASUAL SLACKS 
Coordinate  with  this  seasons 
sweaters and shirts. Featuring 
tne "aviator " look w.th lots of 
pockets and patches. Saes 30-36. 
24.99  Orig. 28.00-36 00__ 
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MasterCardl 
American Express I 
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B)l BUT 
LI<P£l 
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 2, 1988 
SHOW STARTS AT 8:00 P.M. 
ANDERSON ARENA 
RESERVED SEATS $12.00 BGSU STUDENTS ONLY! 
Tickets go on sale October 12th 
at the Student Services Forum 
from 8:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. 
LIMIT OF 4 TICKETS PER STUDENT WITH VALID BGSU I.D. 
* Students may charge tickets to BGSU bursar accounts 
OCTOBER 13th reserved seats tor general public $15.00 
and BGSU students $12.00 
on sale at: 
UNION TICKET OFFICE, FINDERS, BOOGIE RECORDS, 
ABBEY ROAD, and the SHED. 
OPENING ACT TO BE ANNOUNCED 
No food. beverages, smoking, recording devices or cameras allowed In Anderson Arena. 
Elsewhere 
Bill fighting 
dangerous 
disposals 
WASHINGTON (AP) — The House, alarmed by used syringes and 
vials of AlDS-infected blood washing up on shorelines, joined the 
Senate on Thursday in approving legislation to combat the dumping 
of medical waste. 
"The illegal disposal of medical waste is spreading like an epi- 
demic across the country," said the bill's floor manager, Rep. Tho- 
mas Luken, D-Ohio. "This waste is not just repulsive — it can literal- 
ly Ull people. 
"According to recent federal studies, as many as 18,000 people 
each year may contract hepatitis B from accidental contact with 
medical waste," he said.' 'Hundreds of those infected will ultimately 
die from the infection." 
The bill, approved 390-28, would require the Environmental 
Protection Agency to set up a system to track infectious or danger- 
ous trash from hospitals, labs and clinics to its disposal. 
The measure, a response to this summer's muchiublicized wa- 
shups of medical trash along the Atlantic Coast, Lake Erie and Lake 
Michigan, would initially require tracking in 10 states. 
They are Connecticut, New Jersey and the states bordering the 
Great Lakes: New York, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Mi- 
chigan, Wisconsin and Minnesota. 
The control program, however, could become national in scope 
because any other state could petition EPA to have its medical 
waste subjected to the paper-trail system and gain authority to take 
enforcement action against incoming waste not meeting the track- 
ing system's requirements. 
"'This is a national problem," said Rep. Ron Wyden, D-Ore. "The 
medical waste system in this country is broken. It is overloaded, and 
in effect it is starting to regurgitate what it cannot keep down." 
The House bill is similar to one passed recently by the Senate. 
Supporters in both chambers said they expect no problems resolving 
differences and sending a plan to President Reagan's desk before 
Congress adjourns later this month. 
The House version, which is expected to form the basis for the 
final bill, would apply to 10 types of medical waste, including blood, 
hypodermic needles, scalpels and surgical and laboratory waste 
that has been in contact with infectious agents. 
The enumerated items would have to be segregated from other 
medical waste. The tracking system would have to contain assuran- 
ces that the source of the waste knows that it has reached a proper 
disposal facility. 
Kroger battles 
takeover bid 
CINCINNATI (AP) - 
Analysts say it is something of a 
switch for the Maryland-based 
Haft family, which has a reputa- 
tion as a corporate raider, to be 
offering the Kroger Co. appar- 
ent help in fighting off a 
takeover bid in a contest the 
Hafts started. 
The Hafts, who control Dart 
Group Inc., the company which 
last month began the bidding 
competition for Kroger, issued a 
statement Wednesday that some 
analysts interpreted as an offer 
of assistance to help Kroger fend 
off a threat from Kohlberg Kra- 
vis Roberts & Co., a New York 
corporate takeover specialist. 
"We would be interested in 
working with Kroger manage- 
ment to enhance the restructur- 
ing program by providing addi- 
tional equity, Dart executive 
Robert Haft said in his one-line 
statement, referring to Kroger's 
proposed $4.6 billion, corporate 
restructuring plan. 
Kroger, the nation's largest 
supermarket operator, on 
Thursday still had not announ- 
ced its response to Kohlberg's 
latest buyout offer, a $5.03 bil- 
lion proposal made Tuesday. 
Kroger publicly is still sticking 
to its commitment to restruc- 
ture itself and remain indepen- 
dent, rather than be taken over. 
But industry analysts say the 
Kohlberg offer appears more lu- 
crative to Kroger shareholders, 
which would prevent Kroger 
management from simply 
shrugging off the Kohlberg 
offer. 
Haft made his statement after 
learning rival Kohlberg had in- 
creased its bid Tuesday for 
Kroger, which is based in Cin- 
cinnati. The Hafts, of Landover, 
Md., opened the Kroger bidding 
Sept. 19 with an unsolicited offer 
of $55 per share, or $4.32 billion. 
The Hafts have made no offer to 
increase their proposal. 
Kohlberg, in the best deal to 
date, proposes paying $50 in 
cash, $11 in debentures and a 
continuing equity interest in the 
company valued at $3 for each of 
Kroger's 78.6 million shares — a 
deal worth $64 a share. 
News Briefs 
U2 debuts concert film 
NEW YORK (AP) - U2 vo- 
calist Bono, who says past 
live footage of his band 
seemed "like pornography to 
me," is hopeful the Grammy- 
winning Irish group's upcom- 
ing concert film captures its 
commitment to rock'n'roll. 
"There's a lot at stake for 
us. It's something almost 
sacred," the singer said 
about "U2 Rattle and Hum" 
in the November issue of 
Premiere magazine. 
"It's what we do best," he 
said. "We've never really 
been able to make records. 
We're a live band, and that's 
more important to me than 
the records." 
Bono said "U2 Rattle and 
Hum" will show a side of him 
unknown to those who have 
never seen the band perform 
live. "Being on a stage is a 
special place, a place apart. 
It's where I reach down into 
myself and bring up stuff. ... 
There are times onstage 
where I completely lose my- 
self." 
U2 will release a double- 
album soundtrack to the film, 
which is directed by Phil 
Joanou. 
Andrew soys separations 
stroining royol morrioge 
LONDON (AP) - Prince 
Andrew said in a rare inter- 
view Thursday that the long 
separations his job as a junior 
officer demands have been 
hard on his marriage. 
"Before getting married, I 
never bothered about going 
away because it was fun. But 
I think to be split from one's 
wife for so long cannot be 
food for the long-term re- 
ationship," Andrew told 
Press Association, the British 
domestic news agency. 
Andrew, the Duke of York 
and a lieutenant aboard the 
HMS Edinburgh, was sepa- 
rated from his wife, Sarah, 
from June until mid-August 
when their first child was 
born and for another month 
until they met in Australia, 
where they are on an official 
visit. The interview was con- 
ducted in Sydney. 
"I don't like it, full stop," 
he said of the separations, but 
added, "You just have to take 
it, otherwise, the navy could 
not exist." 
Andrew, 28, married Sarah 
Ferguson in July 1986. They 
have a 2-month-old daughter, 
Beatrice. Andrew has been in 
the navy for nine years. 
Teacher bucks dress code 
CHARLESTON, W.Va., 
(AP) — The customary has- 
sle faced by school officials 
over inappropriate classroom 
dress has been given an unu- 
sual twist in Mason County, 
where it's a teacher bucking 
the administration. 
Bill Webb, who has taught 
math for 20 years at Point 
Pleasant High, says he has 
not worn a tie to school in 15 
years and refuses to start 
now, just because a new dress 
code for teachers says he 
must. 
"I won't change, I hate to 
think I'm not fit to stay in the 
classroom because of my 
looks." said Webb, a resident 
ofGallipolis.Ohio. 
In   response,   Superinten- 
dent Charles Chambers has 
accused Webb of "gross insu- 
bordination" and already has 
suspended him once. 
"We've all tried to get him 
to wear a shirt and tie," Prin- 
cipal Michael Whalen said. 
"It adds a professional aspect 
to the demeanor of teaching. 
It distinguishes students from 
teachers." 
Webb, who calls himself "a 
plain, ordinary country boy 
who happens to know a little 
bit about math," has worn 
blue jeans and flannel shirts 
at school for nearly as long as 
he's been teaching. 
He said a teacher's job de- 
scription says nothing about 
dress and he argues that his 
clothing always has been ac- 
ceptable. 
Preferred Properties 
835 High St.    352-9378 
Office Hours: 9:00-4:30 Mon. ■ Fit 
immediate 
Housing Openings 
Free Membership lo Cherrywood Health Spa 
Downtown 
163 S. Main St  Bowling Green 
352-2595 
• Happy Hour 3-7 p.m. Mon.-f ri. 
with complimentary 
how doeuvres 
• Daily lunch & Dinner Specials 
• Prime Rib & Seafood Buffet 
every Fri. & Sat. Evening 
Reservations accepted 
Closed Sundays 
At the Lodge 
Across from the Stadium 
354-2535 
• OPEN SUNDAYS 
Serving BRUNCH 
10 AM - 2 AM 
Cocktails available 
after 1 p.m. 
• Open Daily for Breakfast 
at 6 a.m. 
• All you can eat BBQ Short Ribs 
every Wed. evening 
• Just a short walk from campus 
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OFFER EXPIRES 12-16-88 
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open face Roast Beef 
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BG tries to stop skid against Ohio U. 
by Andy Woodard 
sports editor 
Bowling Green can end the Mid-American Con- 
ference's longest current losing streak Saturday 
by defeating Ohio University — the team that 
passed the mark on to them. 
The Bobcats, which won their first conference 
game in over two years last weekend against 
Toledo (24-14), come to Doyt L. Perry Field at 1:30 
fem. in order to try to win their second-consecutive 
AC game and spoil BG's Homecoming. 
The Falcons, 0-5 overall, 0-3 in the MAC, share 
the conference losing streak with Miami, which 
has lost its last three MAC games dating back to 
1987. 
BG will also try to avoid the school's worst start 
since 1935, when the first six games were all lost by 
shut out. 
Head coach Moe Ankney said the Falcons' 34-5 
loss at Toledo makes Ohio University's win over 
the Rockets even more impressive. 
"What happened made our kids think," said 
Ankney, who nas won his two previous games in 
the series. "Our kids realize that Ohio University 
^^^^m m "Our kids realize Wm 1 that Ohio 
^1 1 University is a 
m * * 1 good football team 
m^ i 1 now because they i' y 1 beat Toledo." 
m 1 -Moe Ankney, football coach 
is a good football team now because they beat 
Toledo. 
"If they would have lost to Toledo, it would have 
been hard to sell them that Ohio is a good team." 
The Bobcats are led by Anthony Thorton, a 
sophomore quarterback. Ankney said it will be 
tough to defend against him. 
"(Thorton) is a good runner; he likes to run the 
ball. He'll take the hits and get up. Last year, we 
hit him hard a lot and he keptgetting up, Ankney 
said. 
Thorton has accounted for 688 yards total offense 
and six touchdowns (four rushing and two passing) 
this season. He averages almost five yards every 
time he touches the ball. 
The Bobcats offense as a whole will cause the 
Falcons problems, Ankney said. 
Ohio ran the option about halfway into the sec- 
ond half against the Rockets and scored both of its 
touchdowns on option plays. 
BG has been blownout by several option teams 
recently, including West Virginia and Texas Chris- 
tian this season and Arizona last year. 
Some of the Bobcats other offensive threats are 
tailback Andrew Greer, who rushed for 103 yards 
and two touchdowns in 13 carries against Toledo, 
and wide receiver Byron Cross, who has caught 
nine passes for 156 yards and two touchdowns for 
the season. 
BG ranks last in the MAC in total rushing and 
scoring defense, and seventh in passing defense. 
The offense has been just as bad as the defense 
this season. The Falcons are eighth in total 
offense, ninth in rushing offense and second in 
passing offense. BG has attempted 209 passes 
compared to Ohio's 79. 
The Falcons lost All-MAC quarterback Rich 
Dackin for the season because of a broken wrist 
suffered against Western Michigan. Fifth-year 
senior Eric Smith will start and Steve Spray, a jun- 
ior, will back him up. 
"I think Eric will do a fine job. He's always been 
prepared," Ankney said. "The team will not be 
down. I think they will respond to him." 
The Ohio defense is led by David Terry, a junior 
inside linebacker who leads the MAC in tackles per 
game with 13.5. Bill Garrett, the other inside line- 
backer, is fifth with 12.8 a contest. 
D D D 
The Falcons are 0-3 in the MAC for the first time 
since 1954. They lost their next conference game to 
go 0-4 before winning the finale to finish 1-4 in the 
MAC.... Deon Allen and Derrick Carr return to the 
defensive line-up after sitting out the Western Mi- 
chigan game with injuries. Charles Dotson, who just returned to the defensive line-up after missing 
the first three games with a back injury, is out for 
the Ohio game because of an ankle injury.... Cris 
Shale leads the MAC in punting with a 43.3 aver- 
age, but he has had five punts blocked and dropped 
the snap on another that led to a touchdown. 
Spikers host Huskies, Chips 
by Amy Cole 
sports reporter 
Taking some time off from 
match play might be just what 
the Bowling Green volleyball 
team needed. 
Head coach Denise Van De 
Walle and her squad have taken 
almost a week off from any 
match play before beginning 
work on the second half of the 
season. 
"In practice, we've been 
working a lot on our blocking 
and our serving," Van De Walle 
said. "We're counting on the 
strength from both teams." 
This weekend, the Falcons, 6-fl 
overall and 1-3 in the Mid- 
American Conference, will be 
continuing their home stand 
against former MAC contender 
Northern Illinois tonight, and 
then play their fifth MAC match 
of the year against Central Mi- 
chigan Saturday. 
Both matches begin at 7 p.m. 
in Anderson Arena. 
The Huskies, which left the 
MAC after the 1986-87 season 
and are now competing in the 
North Star Conference, are cur- 
rently 7-5, have a career record 
of 8-0 against BG coming into the 
match. 
They return nine letterwin- 
ners and three starters from last 
year's line-up, including middle 
Follow the Falcons Every Saturday 
with 
FM88.1 
This Saturday... 
OHIO U. vs. BOWLING GREEN 
for 
Live MAC Football Action! 
Anheuser-Busch Pre-Game Show 1:00 p.m. 
Join JEFF INGALLS and TIM PIAI 
For the Homecoming Kickoff 
WBGU - FM 88.1: Bowling Green's Sports Leaders 
hitter Cathy Holmes and setter 
BethGlisk. 
Holmes, a 6-foot-l senior, 
leads the team with 143 kills and 
34 errors in 293 attempts for a 
hitting percentage of .372. She 
also leads the team in blocks 
with an average of 1.67 blocks 
per game, including 12 block 
solos and 60 block assists. 
Glisk, a 5-foot-10 senior, leads 
the team in digs with an average 
of 2.86 per game, has a .319 hit- 
ting percentage and leads the 
team in assists with 390, which 
averages out to 9.07 assists per 
game. 
The Huskies have added a new 
coach —Pete Waite. 
Waite, who is a collegiate head 
coach for the first time, is com- 
ing to Northern from Illinois 
State, where he was assistant 
coach. 
Falcon head coach Denise Van 
De Walle sets Waite in high 
esteem. 
"He is a good coach," Van De 
Walle said. "He has a lot of ex- 
Grience. They (Northern) will 
a good team." 
BG, however, may have a dis- 
tinct advantage over NIU. 
The Huskies have not played 
match in over 10 days — BG has. 
But Van De Walle does not 
speculate whether it will be an 
advantage to the Falcons or not. 
"Well, I don't really know if it 
will be an advantage or not," 
she said. "It all depends on what 
they've done (in practice). 
"You can get hungry to play 
THE KAPPA SIGMA FRATERNITY 
PROUDLY ANNOUNCES THE 29 
MOST WANTED MEN ON CAMPUS 
THE 1988 KAPPA SIGMA FALL PLEDGE CLASS 
PAUL BAIRD 
DAN BREIT 
CHRIS BROSSIA 
MIKE BUNAR 
JEFF CLEARV 
ERIC CLIFFORD 
JERID DAVIES 
BRAD DUMBAULD 
DAN FARMER 
SCOTT FEARN 
MIKE GEORGE 
ALAN GRESH 
DOUG HECK 
GREG HOUSE 
GREG KAPPEZEWSKI 
RUSS KEEFE 
NICK KLUDING 
PETE LANDVERSICHT 
BILL LANG 
GREG LOPEMAN 
JAY MORGAN 
CLARK MYERS 
JOSH PANARESE 
MIKE SCHULL 
JEFF SEARSON 
TODD STRATFORD 
TOM TIMMEL 
DAN TRAWECK 
CHHIS WRISLEY 
CONGRATULATIONS TO OUR NEW ACTIVE BROTHERS 
MARK HARVEY 
SCOTT ANCLE 
DALE PRATT 
MARK BLAKELV 
CHRIS BERES 
KEITH TAGGART 
GREG ROSSETTI 
DANIEL CLAUSING 
DAVID DUVE RRIAN TAGUE 
A.E.K.A.B. 
or you can get sick of practic- 
ing." 
Cer Mitral Michigan, 4-7 overall, 
is expected to give the Falcons 
competition. But BG may again 
have an advantage because the 
Chippewas will play their first 
MAC contest tonight (at 
Toledo). 
BG has already played four 
matches in the conference. 
Central Michigan has also 
been on the road every match so 
far this season and will continue 
on the road until the end of Oc- 
tober. 
"It may be to their advantage 
to have traveled," Van De Walle 
said. "That should help them to 
Erepare. They also may be used 
oit." 
However, Central Michigan 
sports the likes of 10 returning 
letterwinners and five starters, 
including senior standouts Beth 
Clark, Karen Histed and Joan 
Wischmeyer. 
Histed, a 5-foot-10 senior 
middle blocker, is the MAC'S top 
hitter with a hitting percentage 
of .349. She averages 4.3 kills per 
game. 
Clark, who is also posting fine 
statistics, has the MAC'S second 
highest hitting percentage of 
.335 and an average of 1.23 
blocks per game. 
But Van De Walle and the Fal- 
cons will not be concentrating on 
statistics; they will be concen- 
trating on winning. 
"Both Northern and Central 
will be well coached," Van De 
Walle said. "Both of the match- 
es should be good ones." 
Booters play team 
with similar record 
by Mark Huntebrinker 
.KSlsUni sports editor 
Saturday's matchup at Mickey Cochran* Field features two 
soccer teams with similar records, but different problems. 
Ohio State (3-4-1) has had its woes putting the ball in the net, 
while Bowling Green (4-7) has had its problems keeping the 
ball out of the net. 
The Buckeyes enter the contest having only been able to 
muster seven goals in their first 10 contests. Tfte Falcons sur- 
passed that total in offensive production in their second game 
of the year against St Bona venture. 
But BG has allowed X goals through its first eleven games. 
An example of BG's defensive disappointment is seen by 
taking a look at goalkeeper Mickey Loescher's goals against 
average this year compared to last In 1987, Loeacher posses- 
sed a 0.94 GAA, while the Falcons as a team gave up just 17 
goals the whole season. Thus far in lJM,Loescher is the owner 
ofal.MGAA. 
If Wednesday's heartbreaking loss to Evansville is any indi- 
cation, the Falcons are showing signs of improving defen- 
sively. While Loescher's GAA is an obvious indicator, he is In 
no way fully responsible for the year's difference. 
"My main concern all year has been our inability to play 
good, quality team defense," BG head coach Gary Palmisano 
said after the 1-0 loss to Evansville. "(Wednesday) was the 
first time we have played a whole game of team defense." 
The Buckeyes' leading scorer to this point is Angelo Canten- 
acci, who has tallied two goals for four points. 
Cantenacci did not play in Wedneday's 2-1 victory over Mar- 
shall because of a red card he received in the previous contest 
NCAA rules require a player to sit out the following contest 
after an ejection is enforced. He is expected to return against 
the Falcons. 
Lane Torres follows Cantenacci in scoring with three points 
on one goal and one assist. 
Goalkeeper Norm Delloso is expected to get the call in the 
net for the Buckeyes. Delloso, who started the year as a 
backup, took over Dave Scheer's spot last weekend in the Adi- 
das Met Classic in Norfolk, Va. 
The Falcons enter the contest with senior Mike Anticoli lead- 
ing the way offensively. He has scored five goals and re- 
gistered two assists for 12 points. 
The match, which will be part of the Homecoming festivities, 
begins at 4 p.m. 
.   TUBA TROMBONE FRENCH HORN 
THE UNIVERSITY BANDS OF BGSU HAVE 
POSITIONS AVAILABLE IN THE UNIVERSITY 
AND CONCERT BANDS FOR ALL INSTRUMENTS. 
IF YOU HAVE AN INTEREST IN PARTICIPATING 
IN ONE OF THESE ENSEMBLES, CONTACT: 
UNIVERSITY BANDS 
1010 MUSICAL ARTS 
372-2186 
JOIN THE ATHLETIC BAND TOO ! ! ! ! 
ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING SUNDAY, OCT. 9 
7:30 P.M. ROOM 1012 MMAC BUILDING, OR 
CALL THE ABOVE PHONE. CREDIT AVAILABLE. 
NON-MUSIC MAJORS WELCOME IN ANY BAND! 
CLARINET PERCUSSION FLUTE 
Linksters 
atFSU 
by Mike Drabenstott 
sports reporter 
The Bowling Green women 
golfers travel to Grand Rapids, 
Mich., this weekend to compete 
in the five-team Ferris State In- 
vitational Tournament. But in- 
stead of vying with the other 
teams in the field, their main 
competition will be from within. 
According to head coach Greg 
Nye, the team should not neces- 
□ See Golf, page 9. 
UAO   UAO   UAO  UAO  UAO  UAO   UAO UAO  UAO  UAO  UAO  UAO  UAO 
IS LOOKING 
FOR A 
PUBLICITY DIRECTOR! 
JOB INCLUDES: DOING BG NEWS ADS, 
CREATING FLYERS AND TABLE 
TENTS, AND WRITING RESIDENCE 
HALL ANNOUNCEMENTS 
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY! 
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE MONDAY.OCTOBER 
10TH THROUGH FRIDAY, OCTOBER 14TH IN THE 
UAO OFFICE - 3RD FLOOR UNION - 372-2343 
 DUE: FRIDAY, OCTOBER 14TH BY 5:00 PM 
UAO  UAO   UAO  UAO  UAO   UAO   UAO  UAO  UAO  UAO  UAO  UAO  UAO 
■GNawt   October 7,19M   9 
L.A. comments on Cone's story 
NEW YORK (AP) - The New York Mets 
wanted a split in Los Angeles and David 
Cone needed an eraser. 
The Mets accomplished their goal at Dod- 
ger Stadium, but Cone may never be able to 
forget what happened in his first post-season 
start. 
The Mets had stunned the Dodgers and 
Orel Hershiser in Game 1 of the National 
League playoffs by rallying for three runs in 
the nintn inning for a 3-2 victory. 
The Dodgers were emotionally down Wed- 
nesday night but got their inspiration from 
an unexpected source. 
In a column written for the New York 
Daily News on Wednesday. Cone said Los 
Angeles reliever Jay Howell reminded him 
of "a high school pitcher" and that Her- 
shiser was lucky to shut out the Mets for 
eight innings. 
Prior to Game 2, the Dodgers posted 
Cone's article on the clubhouse wall and said 
his words showed no respect. 
The Dodgers scored five runs on five hits 
in two innings to chase Cone and went on for 
a 6-3 victory to even the best-of-seven series 
at one game apiece. 
Thursday was a travel day and the series 
resumes Friday night at Shea Stadium with 
the Dodgers' John Tudor pitching against 
Ron Darling. 
The Boston Red Sox and the Oakland A's 
played Game 2 of their series Thursday 
night in Boston. 
The Joke in the Dodger clubhouse after 
Game 2 was that they gave Cone plenty of 
time to meet his deadline. 
"I can't understand what was going 
through Cone's mind," winning pitcher Tim 
Belcher said. "I've seen him before in inter- 
view situations and he's been pretty cool. He 
threw gas on the fire." 
Belcher, who won nine of his last 11, al- 
lowed five hits in 81-3 innings and struck out 
a career-high 10. "That article was on 
everyone's mind," Belcher said. "The whole 
bench was into it. I think it backfired on 
him." 
Cone, who won his last eight decisions to 
finish 20-3, said the comments were not 
meant to be critical.   
BG News/Paul Vemon 
Wide receiver Ron Heard just missed catching this Rich Dackin pass in last weekend's 37-10 loss at 
Western Michigan. BG will try to get on track at 1:30 p.m. Saturday when Ohio University comes to Doyt L. 
Perry Field. 
Classifieds 
CAMPUS ft CITY EVENTS 
CARIBBEAN    ASSOCIATION    AND 
FRIENDS* 
ANNUAL HARAMBEEC-NENESS PARTY 
•CHICAGO'S ROOTS ROCK SOCIETY- 
SAT . OCT 22 9 PM NE COMMONS 
• REGGAE  THE MUSIC OF THE PEOPLE' 
ATTENTION ALL EDUCATION MAJORS: 
COME TO THE OS E A WORKSHOP 
A VOYAGE TO NEW HORIZONS" 
NOV. 5 (SAT ) 10 00 AM • 4 1SPM 
VARIETY OF SPEAKERS ON PROFESSIONAL 
ANO PERSONAL TOPICS 
REGISTRATION FROM OCT 3 - OCT 24 
SEA YOU THERE 
BO'S 1 ST ANNUAL FINE ART SHOW 
Saturday, October 8 
Downtown Bowling Qraan 
Artists representing all madia Including 
blown  glass,  painting,  handmada  papara. 
pottery ETCI LIVE music, poatry readings 
Sponsored by tha Downtown Business As 
SOC. 
•Make this a part of your 
HOMECOMING Weekend lesll.llles! • 
WANTED 
Live and Kicking now players tor Advanced 
Dungeons and Dragons. Star Fleet Battles 
FTL 2448. and Rolemaater Apply tonight at 
6:00 PM on the second floor of the Education 
Building with tha BGSU Fantasy and War gaming 
Society HUFIRV"! This offer* FREE and open 
to a*  
You've Been N on TV. now play the game' An In- 
formal water polo game win be held Sunday. 
Oct 9 at 800 PM In Cooper Pool al me Rec 
Center 
LOST & FOUND 
FREE: 4 race cars dumped at our country 
house Take tor all Ca»BB6-5B35 attar 5.30 
Lost Gold, classic frame Ray-ban Sunglasses 
Can 353-7436 
LOST: Male neutered shepherd mix. black face 
and black I silver body REWARD Call 
352-28!8anytlmo  
SUBSTANTIAL • REWARDFOR RETURN NO 
QUESTIONS ASKED OF A TRAY OF TOOLS 
(MOSTLY METRIC) LEFT IN THE PARKING 
LOT NEXT TO OFFENHAUER TOWERS 
353-3085 (LEAVE MESSAGE] 
SERVICES OFFERED 
Abortion, Morning After Treatment 
Proud to be Pro-Choice 
Center for cnoice H 
Toledo. OH 255-7789 
Attention Coeege Studenta 
Need reports, aaaays. or reeumee typed or 
stored on dsll>7 Can Diana Wtson 354-8159 
between 8 AM and 5 PM M-Sat 
For all your typing needs 
A-Z Data Center 
362-5042 
OET YOUR RESUME 
Proofread ft Typeset Professionally 
5 yre. typesetting B editing exp. 
Gusrsnteed: NO ERRORS 
II give you 5 copies 
get It done within 48 hours. 
AND the price la cheaper than Klnko's 
Cat Dan at 363-2298 
HAVE TO SHIP A PACKAGE? 
For al your shipping needs 
Federal Express, UP S 
A-Z DATA CENTER 352-5042 
CONFERENCE ON TUITION INCREASES SAT 
OCT.   22,   10  AM,   115 EDUCATION   DR 
MANNING MARABLE, KEYNOTE 
• APSO EVENT- 
FUN 
Looking lor It? Wove got III 
Campus Girl Scouts. 8 PM, Turn Oct 11 
Union 2nd floor lounge M-W Welcome' 
OUALIT" TYPESET RESUMES 
116.00 
UnlQraphlcs 
211 Wast Hall 372-7411 
SOMEONE CARES ABOUT 
YOU AND YOUR PREGNANCY PROBLEM 
AT BOWUNG GREEN PREGNANCY CENTER 
CALL 364-HOPE FOR INFO 
ON FREE PREGNANCY TESTS AND 
SUPPORTIVE SERVICES 
PERSONALS 
Cont. on page 10. 
Good Luck participants In Die 1988 Undorgra- 
dule Alumni Association Homecoming Banner 
Contest1 
In Concert 
BG Phllharmonis 
Robert Spano. Conductor 
Berlioz LeCorsaire Overture 
Brttlen Lee leumination 
Ann Corrtgan Soprano 
Brahma: Symphony No. 1 
Sun. Oct 9 3 PM 
KobackerHal 
Free and Open to the Pubac 
LAW SCHOOL > BEYOND 
PI Sigma Alpha Presents. 
Speakers. Prof. Roger Andersen 
Toledo School ol Law 
MarkReddm 
B G City Prosecutor 
MONDAY. OCT 10TH 
7 30 PM 
MOSE LEY HALL RM 200 
Management Career Day 
INFO. NIGHT 
Monday. October 10 at 7.30 or 9.30 PM BA 
116 'Interviewingtips * Resume tips* 
•Tips lor success si Career Day" 
Tune Into Bowing Green's SPORTS leader 
SATURDAY for LIVE MAC FOOTBALL 
Ohio vs 8 G on WBGU FM 
1:00 PREQAME. 1 30 KtCKOFF 
U.I FMWBOU 
■Maw 
We want your mugs' We wet be meeting at 
Unh has al 7 30 PM on Mon Oct 10 to have 
our group picture for the Key Yearbook-ao look 
aptfy and don't forget your smiles' PS our 
general meeting wet loHow the picture. 
UAO MtNICOURSES 
SKIN UP NOW IN UAO FFICE- 
3R0 FLOOR UNION-372-2J43 
MIXOLOGY. COLOR ANACYBIS.  PHOTOG- 
RAPHY, CPR, FIRST AID. HAHttTYUNOIII 
COURSES BEOIN OCTOBER 17THII 
UniGraphics 
Serving your total graphic doslgn and ti/pMttina nmmdt. 
• Resumes 
• Graphic Design Consultation 
• Posters, Fliers, Newsletters, Brochures 
• Black & White PMTs, Halftones, Reversals, Film Positives 
• Word Processing Disks converted for typeset-quality output 
• LaserWriter output from Macintosh" disks 
• PC / Macintosh'" file conversion 
• Full Typesetting Service* 
CaH us tor further Information 
211 West Hall 372-7418 
Golf. 
D Continued from page 8. 
saily concern themselves with 
the performances of the other 
teams in the field. 
"We must rate our perform- 
ances relative to our own ability. 
We have to be aware of our own 
achievements," he said. 
So far this season, the Fal- 
cons' performances have been 
improving with every tourna- 
ment. The team's scores have 
been decreasing and the team's 
finish in each tourney has been 
higher. 
If given a decent weekend of 
weather, Nye envisions the link- 
sters breaking the 330 team 
score barrier this weekend, he 
said. A team score of 330 would 
break down into an average of 
82.5 strokes for each of the four 
players who are included in the 
score. 
Attaining such a goal will re- 
quire the Falcons to back up 
team-leading Gloria Holmes 
with some good scores of their 
own. 
"I'm really looking for the 
freshmen to produce. They have 
four tournaments under their 
belts now, and should be starting 
to come around for us," Nye 
said. 
Turnovers key to 
Bengals' success 
cmONNATI (AP) — There's an obvious reason fortheCto- 
cinnati Bengals' defensive turnaround — the turnover. 
The Bengals were inept at causing fumbles and getting 
interceptions last season, when the club finished at 4-U. Cin- 
cinnati had lust 14 interceptions in IS games — the second- 
lowest total in Hie American Conference — and recovered 12 
fumbles—also the second-lowest total in the AFC. 
After five games this season, the Bengals have nine intercep- 
tions and sis fumble recoveries, one of which was returned for 
a touchdown. A team that was one,of the worst last year In tur- 
nover ratio now has the best mark In the conference and the 
second-best in the NFL. 
'Turnovers make a difference," Coach Sam Wyche said. 
The NFL computes a give-away, take-away ratio. The for- 
mula adds a team's interceptions and fumbles, then subtracts 
the number of interceptions and fumbles lost. 
Last season, the Bengals had a minus-six net differential, 
meaning they turned the ball over six more times than they got 
it. This year, they lead the conference with a plus-rune 
differential, second only to Philadelphia's pitavlQ in the NFL. 
Wyche thinks a main reason for the turnaround is that his 
maturing defensive players now look to cans* a fumble or 
intercept an errant or tipped pass. 
"They've come of age that way," Wyche said. "They're hit- 
ting hard and they're getting lucky. The way you get lucky is 
you're always around the ball. You make your luck that way. 
You hustle, and suddenly when that team coughs it up you're 
there 'lucky,' and you're fallowing the football. 
"We've gotten tremendous play from our defensive seconda- 
ry in terms of being in position for the interceptions, better 
than we've ever seen since this staff has been together (for five 
years ),and talking to the people that have watched us over the 
years, as good as it's ever been." 
Defense has been one of the Bengals' main weaknesses in re- 
cent years, prompting them to concentrate on defensive 
players in the draft. The Bengals' roster includes seven defen- 
sive players taken in the first two rounds over the last four 
years. 
The defense has been the main reason for the club's M start 
this season, saving the first four victories In the fourth quarter. 
The Bengals appear to have shaken their self-image as a team 
that lapses defensively when the game is on the line. 
D D D 
The Ondnnati Bengals' unbeaten run through the ranks of 
National Football League opponents is bringing the team at- 
tention from news organizations nation wiojtHraoverseas. 
A production crew from London visited iWWutafa'Spinney 
Field training coroplex Wednesday to do a segment on the 
Besagals for a TettJa weekly BngBB program. 
THE BGSU ATHLETIC DEPT. WOULD LIKE TO 
THANK THOSE INDIVIDUALS WHO HAVE 
WRITTENJN SUPPORT OF THE FOOTBALL 
TEAM & ENCOURAGES EVERYONE TO 
ATTEND THE HOMECOMING GAME ON 
SAT. TO SUPPORT THE FALCONS 
Homecoming 1988 
Toledo Radisson 
Todd Tolloterro Sarah Fulton Damon Zaylor Brown Paper Bog 
Ed Weber Jenny Mlrolll Matt Munneke Morgonno 
loopui Brodshaw louro Hunter Jk 
ESSE^ 
Greg Baling Dude Man Lady 
Eric Schmidt 
Doug Dill 
DO Alum 
m 4 Gordon Green Rod Kramer Cindy Watson New Kitchen Hitler 
Todd Weaver Heather Jones 
^* Jaime Regulet Missy Bollen 
Scott Miller Toro Weilerlield Chris Auge lelheido Hotenfefer 
Sieve Droger liia Jacob Kent McGuire Nichols Miller 
Jason Weaver Beth Wlnterholter 
Michelle Polonsky 
Lymphnode Urba 
David Sya 
nocKarmen Hoswell 
Kit Nickel Julie Weaver 
Nate Walton Renee Luce Jeff Dunmlre Kotle Rooche 
Steve Willis Shelley Lyon 
^ 
WW& Doug   McCoy Michelle McCarty 
Mall Frey Nikki fike »P^«*-y H.T. Williams Holly Hakes 
Crolg T. Moluri Colleen Bush Trluv Jerry J. Clark Dudelte 
Norm Bartony Poodle Brad Klpllnger Kim Mengay 
Chris Von lokerer Molly Pond Drew Agosti Lynn? Todd Cavanough Robin Hurt 
Rob Stolph Michele Eye Brian Bell Hershey Syrup Steve Vonderink Rhondo Ploskl 
Andrew Vodyok Dionne Barndl Lowell Edmunds Yolondo Rob Marckel Sally Forckel 
Bloke Kneedler Lav Groupie Sean W. Hardy Kim Powondo Brod Warren Cryln' Out loud 
Don Johnson Sarah Wedge Bnon Walters Mary Brlcker Crolg Pembroke Carrie Bruggeman 
Micheol  Howick Scrutty Shone Votes Robin Klepio JoeMeff His Hat 
Mlcheol Chew Shelly Kirion Ben Shuin IdM Scon Goggin Trocy Goggles 
Barney Betty Rubble fd Groybill Denise Osur Todd Mochuco    Shirley Sumonacskto 
Don Fraylick Toshiba Console Eric Routh TiH Uptown Pot Smith Flo-Jo 
Chris long Katie Kappa Tom Clarke Thot Hkkwoman Mo" Ren Sherry CMdfother 
Hick Topic* Laura Bennett Rick Brenstuhl My Moncheechee Jeff Minarik Klrstie Raimondi 
Andy Peterson Dead Flesh Sean Horriel Deb Maiur Brian Kelly Sally Jesse Raffeal 
Jerry Hanson he Third Bottollon Jock Fo« Green Label J.B Bill Germond Noriakl Sugfvra 
Ron Sockmon Batman's Bat Brian Swlhon Icky Goo Doug Bell Cnsty Betdel 
Chris Woconlsh Pocohonlas Dave Sukenlk Ton|a Dyke Scott Houdethell Kelly Williams 
Crolg Bruehler Amy Godfrey Mori Chesser Hihory Forqor Randy Hernandez Gammer House 
Steve Wadle Shower Girl Mike Horn SteffleGrof Mom 
Bruce li.ler lerlShodoan Todd Wilson Spunky 
Tim Smith Julie Fulkerson Scott Bush Elliobelh Gorton -Graduate Advisors 
lance Mailer Shelly Dove Grimmer Pommerertet Steve Dillon Kathleen Brodshaw 
Todd Irian Elaine Moroski Barry Wurglur Amy Democrat lone Wltre llndy Urbanck 
Hob Krupp          Morlo VerhoHKrupp Jon Feltor. Paulette Perkins 
Flounder Cathy Cottlih Brian Godd    Mrs Alfred E. Newman Chopter Advisor 
Man Potchet Crow Don Cormody I.J.B. George ond Joan Howick 
Classifieds lO    lONewi    October 7,19*8 
Cont. from page 9. 
llltlllltSIIIMONEVSI 
(I knew thai would get your attention') 
tm counting down W Saturday, 
Until we can dance the night away' 
know the whole night wH be a real zlnger. 
Ooreme 111 be with the greeteat-Yee you 
SCOTT SPRINGER!! 
Love. 
Sharon 
•KIT' 
CONGRATULATIONS   TO   MY   NEW   DELTA 
TAU DELTA ACTTVEI I'M REALLY EXCITED 
FOR HOMECOMING. 
LOVE. YOUR LIL' KAPPA 
• * ■ BGSU Pomrnerettee * *' 
Homecoming game « tomon-ow-Gat excited 
Mtee' You "DUDES" are awesome' We love ya 
Sharon 0 . Leslie C . and Dawn T 
" • • THETA CHI HOMECOMING ■ 
Welcome Back Alumni 
OCt   7-FRIDAY MADNESS 
Oct   8   AJumn.   Actrve Softba* Game 
Homecoming 
THETA CHI HOMECOMING 
"Safe food and water are too basic to the pres- 
ervation of health and the environment lor us to 
k*y stand by."-.Ra*ph Nader 
Support PAM BOEHM 
and LAURA BEYELER 
lasting on Monday Oct. 10 
BOYCOTT GRAPES 
• ' • ERIN MARIE SCHAFER • ' ' 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY 
What a present' Last day of cceege classes!1 
Congratulations" you made ill Happy single 
teacher We-onfy 231 days W they cal you 
MRS. MIRKO" These bridesmaids can't wart" It 
won't be the same here without you-youre the 
best big slater1 Wei rraaa you--We Love YouM 
Saty and Rita 
••' HAPPY21stlORlHERBlTCH' •'• 
Remember   bathroom floors. Mung 
InYuppi'S. "Gunter". "clepto- 
mania", Dairy Mart Umo. "China" 
nightty sax question, "Oom' to 
Herdlelberg. boys", yogurt queen. 
Pate Fest 87. etc Eng. Prof, and 
Finals, what are they? Can you aay beer? 
Before During and Attar Hours' See 
what you've done? Now, tats have 
some more "big fun/'M 
* Your Roomies Luv You  
Jenni. Marsha, and Rochaaa' 
■■■UWH!!>I LUUH1" 
Congratulations and best wishes to you and 
Cheryl Birkmira on your wedding day and In the 
future 
-•Your Brothers at Phi Kappa Pal. . 
• • • October 8, 1988 • • • 
• • • LEE ANN EVANS ■ ■ ■ 
CONGRATS ON YOUR RSA PANHEL POSI- 
TION 
YOUR ALPHA GAM SISTERS 
•"MKE-"THE MAN-GOO"-"• 
Happy 22nd Birthday1 This Weekend wH be a 
txasi! 
Love, your '•Late Night" friend 
"••Slg DeniesByerty"" 
I just wanted to ten you how glad I am that we 
have gotten closer this year You are the 
greatest and nothing win ever interfere with how 
much I care about you Remember, love cornea 
or nothing -and you have ALL MY LOVE! 
OZLove. 
Li" Mary 
FAST     FAST      FAST      FAST 
Support Bill Thompson 
and Michael Keegan 
fasting this weekend 
BOYCOTT GRAPES 
"If you are neutral in situations ol injustice, you 
have chosen the side of the oppres- 
sor "--Bishop Desmond TuTu 
Support Martene Reborl 
and Pal May 
fasting today in support of the United Farm 
Workers and the Grape Boycott 
FAST    FAST    FAST    FAST 
Support Bill Thompson 
and Michael Keegan 
fasting this weekend 
BOYCOTT GRAPES 
"It you are neutral in situations of miustice. you 
have chosen the side of the oppres- 
sor. "--Bishop Desmond TuTu 
Support Martene Reborl 
and Pit May 
lasting today in support of the United Farm 
Workers sod the Grape Boycott 
FAST     FAST     FAST      FAST 
Support Bill Thompson 
and Michael Keegan 
lasting this weekend 
BOYCOTT GRAPES 
GRAPES YOU BUY IN BOWLING GREEN 
CONTAIN PESTICIDES' 
DON'T BUY THEM! 
SUPPORT    FARMWORKERS-BOYCOTT 
GRAPES 
Did you know that these chemical pesticides: 
Captan. Methyl Bromide. Phoedrtn. perathion 
and Dmoseb are on the grapes that you eat? 
BOYCOTT GRAPES 
"Safe food and water are too basic to the pres- 
ervation of health and the environment lor ue to 
Irjy aland by   -Ralph Nader 
Support PAM BOEHM 
and LAURA BEYELER 
faahng on Monday Oct   10 
BOYCOTT GRAPES 
Sale food and water ere loo baaic 10 the pree 
ervehon ol hearth and the environment lor ua 10 
•dry atand by "Ralph Nader 
Support PAM IOEHM 
and LAURA BEYELER 
Haling on Monday Oct. 10 
BOYCOTT GRAPES 
INTRAMURAL WRESTUNG OFFICIALS ANO 
SCOREKEEPERS NEEDEO PICK UP REFER 
RAL AT STUDENT EMPLOYMENT ANO APPLY 
BY OCT 24 IN 108 STUDENT REC CENTER 
II you are neutral in situations of aquatice. you 
have chosen the side ol the oppres- 
sor. "--Bishop Desmond TuTu 
Support Meriene Reborl 
and Pal May 
tearing today In support of the United Farm 
Workers and the Grape Boycott 
 LADIES  
« you LOVE the scerrl of fine PERFUME at 
wholesale prices, we have the deal lor you' Cal 
MARK 372-124] or BILL 353-3M3 lor sampling 
andpnoee CALLNOWIH  
Life In The Dark 
A New Musical Theatre Production 
MMAC Rm 2008. 10-10 thru 10-11. 8-9 00 
PM 
For more info . 364-2448 or 372-8842 
••-PI KAPPA PHI HOMECOMMVaillf" 
PI KAPP DATES MISSY, CNAMCE. KIM AND 
TRACY: 
• HOMECOMING IS NEAR. BUT HAVE NO 
FEAR. WE HAVE PLENTY OF EVERCLEAR1 
•YOUR DAY AND NIGHT WILL BE FILLED 
WITH BK2 SURPRISES 
•A FEW DP4NKS. A LITTLE NIGHTLIFE. THEN 
BAM   WE HIT THE—?--. 
SMITTY, MR. WONDERFUL. B.J, AND KAMt- 
KAZI 
•Alpha Omlcron PI Rush" 
I warn to be an AOTT, 
Don't you want to be one too?) 
Come to 425 Student Servlcas to 
Complete an Information Cerdl 
•Attention Greeks- 
Emerging Leaders Workshop pertlclpent and 
peer mentor applications are due on Friday. 
Oct. 7 In 425 Student Services. Don't miss 
this chance!  
'Attention Greeka" 
Emerging Leaders workshop pertlclpent end 
peer mentor applications are due on Friday, 
OCt 7 In 425 Student Services. Don't miss 
this chancel 
■Attention Students' 
as your job strange or unusual? We'd ake to hear 
scout II Cal The Key at 372-8088 Ask for 
Amanda or Janet 
• CONGRATS PI KAPP FIRE MARSHALS ■ 
Doug, Rob, Phi. Chris, Bob and Todd 
It's a tough rob. but someone's got to do it! 
• KKG Lyrme Oressel KKG • 
Congratuleltons on your Sigma Chi lavaesring to 
■KKQ Jim Evans KKG* 
•KKG* 'KKG' 
Congratulations Mary Zetwtck 
on being elected District Representative 
lorUSG 
•KKG' •KKG' 
•KKG" -KKG- 
Congratulations Susan Zeraor 
on being elected District Representative 
lorUSG 
•KKG' 'KKG' 
77Are You a Member of 
The Hal of Foam?? 
77Soft Rock CafeT? 
AGO MARY HAUBERT AGO 
CONGRATS   ON   A   TERRIFIC   FOOTBALL 
TOURNAMENT YOU    CUD   A   GREAT    JOB" 
LOVE. YOUR AGO SISTERS        
ALCOHOL AWARENESS 
TRIVIA CONTEST 
 Entries due Pel 10  
ALCOHOL AWARENESS 
TRIVIACONTEST 
Questions- Cal2-7479 
ALCOHOL AWARENESS 
TRIVIA CONTEST 
Entries due Oct 10 
ALCOHOL AWARENESS 
TRIVIACONTEST 
 Questions - Cal 2-7479  
ALCOHOL AWARENESS I 
TRIVIACONTEST 
Be a perl of rial 
ALCOHOL AWARENESS 
TRIVIA CONTEST 
Be a part of Hal 
Alpha XI Delta 
JaHbroek 
Alpha XI Dene 
Jellbreek 
Alpha XI Delta 
Coning Soon.... 
ALPHA   X1S.   A1PHA   GAMS.   ALPHA   CHIS. 
FUIS.DUS.ANOZBTS: 
THE   "SENSUOUS   SEVEN"   TEA   WAS   A 
BLAST!' THANKS FOR A GREAT TMEI 
-THE BROTHERS OF SIGMA PHI EPSILON 
AMY CARL 
WHAT DO YOU KNOW THE TIME HAS COME 
FOR YOU TO FINALLY TURN 2111 
LOOK OUT! BEWAREII IT'LL BE CRAZY ES- 
PECIALLY WITH THE MEN IN DAYTON 
CHRIS AND SHERI WILL BE THERE IN SPIRIT 
AND ONCE WE RETURN THEY'LL, WANT 
YOU TO REPEAT ITII 
HAPPY 21 el LITTLE OWL 
WE LOVE YOU! 
CHRIS. SHEW AND USA 
ANDREE 
REMEMBER MAZ IS  A WUS  AND  HE  IS 
DEAD!! 
•ANOIE 
PS. YOU'RE A GEEK! 
AOTT Rush Is Beano to be great 
It begins October 17, UM 
5:00 PM Is Iha time 
The Community Sulla Is the piece, 
Please Mend N Intereetsd 
Cause the AOTT'S cent waWI 
At Dry Dock thie Saturday, show us your SPIRIT 
by ROCKIN TO THE RHYTHM with our D.J 
Fun tor everyone! See you there! Open 9 PM to 
1 AM. Located in Harahman Quad No Oa-No 
Covert 
ATTENTION ALL PSI CHt-UPA I 
What PlcrUe 
Where Andrews Pool et the Rec 
Bring Bathing Suits and Food 
Coat: $1 SO tor non-members  $ SO for mem- 
bers without food, and FREE If you bring food! 
Why: To neve tots of funl 
When. Sunday, Oct 9.8-10 PM 
Ann: WOMENS CLUB SOCCER 
Heve lun on Set . end I wish you the beet ol luck 
on Sun at home ageinat U of Mkjhlgen 
Jute No. 00 
Auditions lor 
Lrle m the Dark 
Hey Alpha Uga 
You guys CM a greet fob on Saturday' Way to 
go! We had ■ tot of tun-thanks tor everything 
Lose, your Atone Gem Coaches. Monies. 
Mure. Krieta.t Sharon 
BETH HINDS, 
CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR THETA CHI 
LAVALEIRING TO BRUCE TOWNSEND YOU 
MAKE A FANTASTIC PAR! 
LOVE. 
THE SISTERS OF PHI MU 
PS. HAVE YOU TOLD "THE S*STER3"YET? 
IM SURE YOU'LL HAVE THEIR BLESSING' 
BG LADY CHEERLEADERS 
You guys are greet, you guys are hot. 
You deserve al the attention. 
Cause thai weekend you'l bs com 
BG'a first row ol extensions! 
Good Luck and I, K A . Love, the Guys     ■ 
■G'a I SI ANNUAL FINE ART (HOW 
Downtown Bowling Qreen 
Saturday, October s 
•Inlertitederllate contact: 
Ro Be Bile et Currents Oallery 112-9111 
BROTHERS OF PHI SIGMA KAPPA 
THANKS FOR ALL YOUR HELP YOU REALLY 
MADE THE 2ND ANNUAL FOOTBALL TOUR- 
NAMENT A PHENOMENAL SUCCESS" LOVE. 
THE ALPHA GAMS  
CALIFORNIA FLORIDA HAWAII NEW YORK 
Find out how you can go to school at one ol 
over SOUS ocsegee end experience an advon- 
ture> National Student Exchongo Into ses- 
sion. Oct 13, 400. Ohio Suite Center lor 
AcorJomlc Options 231 Admin BMg  
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
STUDENTS 
WANT TO KNOW WHAT COURSES REMAIN 
TO 
BE COMPLETED FOR GRADUATION? 
A computerized audit lies been prepared for 
you (except transfer  students) and can be 
picked up In the Business Administration 2nd 
floor Student Lounge during the ttmee posted 
Advisors w« expect to see your audit when you 
meet with tnem before advanced registration 
so check the ttmee posted end pick up your au- 
dit today! Advanced recastratton begins Oc- 
tober 3rd 
CONGRATULATIONS 
'"RUTH WELLS'" 
ON YOUR ENGAGEMENT WE'RE ALL HAPPY 
FOR YOU BEST WISHES 
LOVE. YOUR ALPHA GAM SISTERS 
CONGRATULATIONS TIM PETERSON 
-MEMBER 1988 HOMECOMING COURT 
GOOD LUCK THIS WEEKEND! 
-YOUR SIG EP BROTHERS 
CRIM'ers 
You are the best Sorry I didn't have time to 
write each of you a personal thank you note. 
'Thanks tor everything! 
Love You, 
CUSTOMIZED LOFTS 
1 and 2 bed models available 
SAVES SPACE. SAFETY APPROVED 
Cal us M-F, 9-5 al 352-3836 
LOFT CONSTRUCTION CO 
Get more room lor your room! 
DovWCaaand 
Best ol Luck on Seturdoy' 
I know you'l do s super job! 
I'm behind you afl the way 
Just Remember: You're Fuge! 
In Brotherhood- 
Dwnne. Wendy. Marsha -• 
So? Do we need 20 be ol licorice or are we go- 
ng to lake IMS dees by storm? You guys ars 
the greeteell The DZ Pledge Class of Fal 88 
we" be number 1! 
 £ Love, Scribee 
DZ LORI EBERT DZ 
PARTI, 
-WRONG PHONE NUMBER 
-A DRUNKEN AFTERHOURS 
PART 2, 
-ALMOST A FUN WEEKEND 
•ALMOST A FUN AFTERHOURS 
-ALMOST A LAY IN THE HAY BARN BASH 
PARTI. 
-A OREAT AFTERHOURS 
-A QREAT HOMECOMING BETA STYLE 
-A QREAT WEEKEND 
PART 4. 
-SOStKATHY??  
EAT FRISCH S BIG BOYS FOR BIG BUCKS 
EARN SCHOLARSHIP MONEY BY SATISFY- 
ING YOUR STMMACH 
CALL 372-2343 OR STOP BY UAO OFFICE 
OPEN TO ALL ORGANIZATIONS 
EAT YOUR WAY THROUGH SCHOOL 
CALL 372-2343 AS SOON AS POSSIBLE 
OPEN TO ALL ORGANIZATIONS 
Be prepared to gel a little wild this weekend If 
you don't want to party take your home I 
Get your coat and your date and gel out! 
Your date, 
James 
FRANK'S   PLACEIM    PRANK'S   PLACE!!! 
FRANK'S PLACE!!! 
Friday Oct feV-t night 
you'll want to spend In |all! 
Jallbreal   81 
From fryers and forms to newsletters end letter* 
head, we've got what you need to took SUPER 
on paper! See us for al your TYPESETTING 
NEEDS! Kinkos 354 3977  
GAMMA PHI'S 
Kim. Connie. Lisa. Mtohole 1 Christine, 
Homecoming as neer 
So never Fear 
And don't shade tear 
For the Slg Ep'a are here 
We've exposed ourselves to you 
Our detae from Goo Phoo Boo 
Wei swim and drink al day 
And we'l dance the night away. 
Slg Ep'a and Gamma Pfa's al the wayl I 
Love, 
YourSMEPBEAUS 
Shotgteea, Bando. SWsst, Ntovno. 1 Spec 
INTERESTED IN ART? 
COME TO THE HOMECOMING ART SHOW. 
1108 MOSELEY HALL FPU., OCT 7. 7:30 ■ 
110 PM » SAT. OCT 8, 3-7 PM 
RKapp'ChHD' PI Kapp' Alpha Xi 
Heetherl Becky 
On Saturday M eleven, hornecoriang begins. 
But It lust doesn't matter If Bowing Green Wine. 
By rmd-eftemoon wel heed lar lar away. 
To l peace where we'l party lor the reel of the 
"ay- 
And daytime wa eventuoly give way to night, 
The start of an evening thai couldn't be more 
right 
We'l drink golden champagne and to music 
weldence. 
tor an evening male sure to be tied wth 
The evening w« surely p-ul a gleem in the eyes. 
ol a Cra-O and Alpha XI and two PI Kappa Pits. 
And as nighttime wears on end It becomes We, 
Wsl heve great memories of Homecoming 88 
So to Heather and Becky, our homecoming 
detee. 
get psyched tor tomorrow cm" Us gonna be 
green 
Love, 
DevelPete 
PI Kapp ' Cm-O ' PI Kapp ' Alpha XI 
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE WOMENS 
BOWLING-OCT 11: CROSS COUNTRY (M a 
W)OCT 12: C OBLS RACQUETBALL-OCT 
13OOE0TRIPLESVOLLEYBALL-OCT 16 
JANA . 
HOWS YOUR 
BANANA 
I Love You. 
Randy 
KD Road To Nowhere KD 
October 15. 1988 
Wl you be there? 
KJ 
HAPPY 19th BIRTHDAY 
PARTY IN MY ROOM TONTTE 
I LOVE YOUI 
YOUR HONEY 
KKG Ken Ashbrook KKG 
Congratulations on your Peering to James Fi- 
sher 
KKG KKG 
KKG SAE KKG SAE 
CONGRATULATIONS TO 
KKQ LAURA SHOCK 
SAE MATT FAL T YS 
FOR BEING SELECTED BQSU'S 
PERFECT HOMECOMING COUPLEI 
KKG SAE KKG 8AE 
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA 
SORORITY WOMAN OF THE WEEK 
ALPHA XI DELTA'S 
SHANNON FIRSDON 
Laura and Charlotte 
Thanks so much lor putting up with me through 
these weeks. You've been greet! Good luck the 
reel of the ssmester! I 
Love. Rhonda 
LISA ZOLLINS 
HAPPY 21st BIRTHDAY 
Have the beet weekend with Bemie and the 
Browns. Dorit do anything I wouldn't do. 
Love. Snarl 
LITTLE JESSICA BICKLEY 
Someone who cares 
Who's wHngJo share. 
A friend who'l always be mere 
Love, 
Big Lisa 
XOXO 
MICH 
MICHAEL "SLAP"MAXWELL 
YOU ARE DOING A GREAT JOB! 
THE BROTHERS OF LAMBDA Cm ALPHA 
MICHELLE GP-ANT ANO GINA BOYAZIS 
CONGRATULATIONS ON BEING CHOSEN TO 
PERFORM ON SATUROAYI 
GOOD LUCK 
LOVE, 
YOUR PHI MU SISTERS 
Mlssy-iSlumoer Queen) 
Happy Birthday! 
What a night N waslt Glad we were there to 
celebrate! 
Lore. 
Tare, Dawn, Leslie 
MONCHrCm 
HALF A YEAR ALREAOYI IT SEEMS UKE 
JUST YESTERDAY I WAS HELPING YOU DO 
YOUR LAUNDRY! THE PAST SIX MONTHS 
HAVE BEEN QREAT! AND THIS WEEKEND 
WILL BE EVEN BETTER' 
I LOVE YOU! BEDFORD 
Organizations Directory Available 
The 1988 Fal Edition ol the Student Orgartta- 
bona Directory Ie aveaeble In the Office of Stu- 
dent ActMtlee 1 Orientation. Room 405 ol the 
Student Servtcee Etoedlng  
Panhel Cor-gretoettoe Carol rVOTenoesJ, Greek 
Athlete ol the Week, for her pertlclpetlon In 
Sotntub Races! 
Perrysburg Inn and Cefe Specie! Student 
Monethly, Weekly Rate. Sit per night, In- 
room movies end HBO. 2*014 N. Dixie Hkjh- 
wey el 1-475 1 Rl. 25.41 H74-HH  
PM BETA SIQMA tENME PHI BETA SIGMA 
Step your heart out tonight. 
And let's see If an Alumni can are 
"PUMP" 
Stsy out ol trouble, n be watching! 
No Tiger Print Qa 
Your Favorite "Sweelheert" 
LOVE ALWAYS. PRINCESS. 
PHI MU ALUMNI. 
Welcome Beckl We are looking lorward to see- 
ing youl 
Love, your Sartors 
PHI TAU HOCKEY NO. t 
PM TAU HOCKEY NO. 1 
HAPPY B-DAY SANDY 
FROM PFR ANO RICH 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO ANN SOWER 
THE ONLY PERSON IADMIRE 
MORE THAN MYSELF 
BEST WISHES. JOE WASSEM 
How would you like to Intern et the SEC, CBS, 
FTC, NAACP, NIMH or AMTRAK? 
Thousands of internships ere aiaaahla In Wash- 
ington DC tor si majors Contact the Center for 
Academic Options 231 Admin 372-8202 tor 
Into. 
JENNIFER, 
Can't toll you how glad I am that you oouM 
come up tor Homecoming! 
I Love Youl!! 
Jon, 
I am so glad that you could come up this week- 
end! I fuel want you to knw that even though 
we're tar apart, you're always on my mind and I 
tove you very much. Here's to s greet weekend! 
Love. Beth 
JuleeKasprisIn 
Happy six months! 
Cant wan tu Homecoming! 
Be reedy to TYCO. I! 
Al my tove, 
TRENT 
KAREN SCHADE 
Looking forward to an Incredulous 
••buJJoto-fBed" Homecoming weekend 
REGGAE! REGGAEi REGGAE! 
•Set.. Oct 22. 9 PM. NE Commons' 
• CHICAGO'S ROOTS ROCK SOCIETY • 
' ANNUAL HARAMBEE ONENESS PARTY' 
■CARIBBEAN ASSOC   1 FRIENDS' 
ROB LOWE 
•PHOTOS' 
ROB LOWE 
COLOR endBlW 
Gary 353-4574 
Sarah Evans, 
Welcome beck and congretulellons on being 
asked to sing our notional anthem tomorrow 
We ere looking forward to seeing your new 
Miss Ohio perform 
Love, your Phi Mu sisters 
SKI EP ' "EINSTEIN" SCOTT NIX * SIG EP 
IT STARTED AS DINNER, OR SO I THOUGHT 
THEN I WAS SURPRISED AT THE ROSE YOU 
BOUGHT 
I WAS TRULY SHOCKED AS YOU COULD SEE 
BUT I'M REALLY GLAD THAT YOU ASKED 
ME 
I'M   LOOKING   FORWARD   TO  HOMECOM- 
ING!- ME 
9 
SOFT ROCK CAFE 
Playing thie week from Toledo 
The Dan and Don Show 
SOFT ROCK CAFE 
MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL 
KICKOFFAT9PM 
COMPUMENTARY MUNCHIE BUFFET 
Begins at 9 30 
SOFT ROCK CAFE 
THE BEST HAPPY HOURS 
49 Mon.-Fri. 
Complimentary Munchles 
4-7 Mon.-Fri. 
SPRINQBREAK BAREFOOT CRUISE 
SO FT. YACHTS BIMINI BAHAMAS 
GROUPS OF 8 $436 PP 7 DAYS 
1-800-999-7246 
ARRANGE SMALL GROUP 1 CRUISE FREE 
SWEET TALK ON SWEETEST DAY 
FROM THE ALPHA PHIS 
COMING SOON! 
The BGSU Greek System welcomes AOTT! 
Rush begins October 17,1911 st 1:00 PM 
In the Community Suite. 
Intereetsd Women Please Attend!! 
The Moot Wanted Party Gift This Yser 
He waks. he talks, and has al movable parts 
Male Dancer354 3136 
"No Assembly Required" 
The sisters ol PI Beta Phi would like to congratu- 
tote the Atohe Phi's for winning the Quarter race 
and the PI Kapp's tor an outstanding PUSH 
week! 
The sisters of Alpha Delta PI would like to wel- 
come our Bowing Green Alumni back lor 
Homecoming '8811  
To our ALPHA QAM dales Heidi, Stephanie, 
Donna • Amy. We're looking forward to Sat- 
urday night, Homecoming It will be out of 
atom. 
Your ZBT Detee. 
Jeff D., Greg W„ Joe W-, Brian T. 
IOUR GUIDES! 
TOUR GUIDES! 
Preview Day Inf ormsttonsi Meetings 
Thursday Oct 13 4:30-6:30 McFal Assembly 
OR 
Thursday Oct 20 5 00-7 00 McFell Assembly 
Mark your calender! Must attend one meeting 
TOUR GUIDES! 
TOUROUIOESI 
UAO Present! .. "Dirty Dancing" 
8:00 PM-10:00 PM-Mldntght 
210 Main Science-Fri and Sal 
SI 50 with BGSU ID 
SI .00 wfih Homeoorrsng Pin 
Soundtrack grveewey et 10 00 PM showings 
Ws'vs Crushed 
Brought our own men 
gone beck m time et 
The Ug Chmand now 
We're on a Road to Nowhere 
Kappa Defta 
October t5. 1966 
XO BIG * SHANON WISE • BIG XO 
You don't know how happy I am that Its you 
You hed me scored a bit with si ol thoss clues 
Ws'vs already hed so much fun 
This txg-attle combination is number ONE 
Last weekend at Chee-0 we were e mess 
And thie weekend si H.C wH be the best 
Our stats of rrxnd wfl cause us to fal 
But than we'l tost Htsd lo FLOYD and zone out 
at the WALL 
LOVE-Your Little. 
JENNIFER 
Young Lee Leedershlp If interested please cal 
Jenifer Sack 372-3361 or Jim Hudson (Toledo 
Area Directorj 1-882-3121  
Sheas Be euro to weer your????. 
Bring a bib for dinner, 
Don't target that slinky black dree*. 
And be ready tor the wildest Homecoming 
»l 
—Scott ster 
WANTED 
December graduate needs one to taks over 
lease tor spring Uve on second street In nice 
apartment wfih friendly and fun roommates Cal 
Be) Jo 353-5852 
The skaters of Alpha Gamma Delta would eke lo 
congratulele Lee Qure endOonna Grill on their 
Student Court Positions Love. Your Atone Gam 
Slaters 
Pomelo roommete needed lor spring semester 
$140 s month - Cal 352-6726 sttsr 3 PM 
Mais rmts own room, furnished 
Cal Mike 354-0698 
MALE TO SUBLESE ROOM IN FALL 
FURNISHED $135 PER MONTH (3RD ST | 
CALL GILBERT 353-7427 
Needed: One male non-smoking roommate 
724 S College apt 21 
S140 per mo. 352-6722 
ROOM NEEDEO FOR FEMALE GRADUATE 
STUDENT TILL DECEMBER 1988 CALL 
353-3329 EVENINGS 
Wanted 1 roommete lor this semester. 
S112.50 a month plus util Cal Craig 
354-5026 
HELP WANTED 
A good way to earn money lor the upcoming 
txisoey season Highly motivated energetic In 
dividual to M warier, waitress, floor walks'1 ca- 
shier positions si high energy nightclub. Car 
pooeng evaxable Good way to earn extra 
money Apply at Buttons Tues thru Sun after 
8 30 PM 
ATTENTION WOMEN AGES 11-25 
FREE: Max Test and Underwater Weighing 
Cat or Stop In on M a W 1 30-5:30 PM 
110 Epp S Fitness 1 Sport Physiology Lab 
372-8903 
Babysitter wanted during Womens Bixe Study 
Tuesdays 9 AM - 12 PM Transportation pro- 
vided Cal 352-7065 
EXCELLENT PART TIME MONEY, DISTRIB- 
UTE ADVERTISING SURVEY. APPLY. PT 
naaaarch. 129 Boles. Fayetlevtle. AR 72701 
FRAGRANCE MODEL 
For Local Department Stores 
Part-time 
Cal Cosset-Trudy 
(216)238-8628 
Get Your Foot In the Door' PROFESSIONAL 
TYPESET RESUMES that bring the Interviews 
Don't take chances on less WE DO IT RIGHT' 
KJnko's 354-3977. 
GOVERNMENT JOBSi $18,037 to $69,435 
Immediate Hiring' Your area Cal (refundable) 
1-518-469-3611 EXT F15354 for Federal Ual 
24HRS 
Help Wanted Student to do light housework 
352-6675 
Help Wanted Student to do yardwork 
352-6675 
OVERSEAS JOBS. Summer, yr. round 
Europe, S. Amer. Australia. Asia si fields 
$900-2000 a mo Sightseeing, tree into. Write 
UC. PO Box S2-OH03 Coronsdo Del Mar. CA 
92825 
Person to watch 2 toddlers In my home 15 
mass weet ol BG MWF Days 1-748-8753 
■MS, 
RESORT HOTELS, Cnjleeines. Aimnes. « 
Amusement Parks, NOW accepting sppeca- 
ttons lor summer Jobe Internships, end career 
poerhons For more information and an applica- 
tion write National Cooegiele Recreetton Ser 
vice: PO Box 8074, Heton Head SC 29938 
Wanted OuRartet capable of Lead lor senoue 
rxomtnent coeege band Vocals preferred 
Heve resources to play ae much ae deeded 
Please cal Tony or Den si 372 3383 or 
363-4566 
FOR SALE 
•74 Mustang II Looks greet! Rune greet! $1500 
negotiable Cal Mark at 353-3639 
1980 Chevy Citation 94,000 mi runt 
exceehnf. body In good condition Asking $500 
354-2426 
2 MICHAEL JACKSON tickets for Oct. 10 con- 
cert at 8.00 PM In Richfield Coeessum $50 
Cal Sieve 363-0180 
Aquarium"medium sire with air liter, chemicals 
end much more. $36 or best offer. Cat 
363-5737 sfter 6:00 
ASTEROIDS ARCAOE SYTLE VIDEO 
MACmNE 2 PLAYER. COW OPERATED- 
VvTTH KEYS. FULLY OPERATIONAL $150 OR 
3 FOOD BOOKS 353-4771 
Can you buy jeeps. Care, 4 x 4's seized in 
drug rwos lor under $ 100? Cal lor lacts todsy 
802-637-3401. Ext 299 
ELECTRIC STOVE. SUNRAY, USED LESS 
THAN 1 YRS100CALL2-2268ORAFTER5 
352-6806 
FORD EXP 82: Cruise Control. Power steer 
mg„AM-FM tope, AC, ctoan Interior. 86 en- 
rjkieMUIT SELL $1476, Cat 363-7129 
Guild acoustic guitar-model D-50 Approx. 15 
yrs ok), make offer 372-2601 days. 
823-3033 evee (local) Barb 
Mate.   Furniture-Tables,   chairs,   lamps   ALL 
UNDER $25. Cal 874-2434 after 6 PM 
Sanyo Microwave Oven. $ 100; Canon Person- 
al Typewriter $80; Mlscaaaneous Items (mirror, 
Iron, etc > Cel 354 8602 
TANDY   1000  COMPUTER  256K  HARDLY 
USED $450 
353-4967 OR LEAVE MESSAGE 
mtre-atrengfh systems. snUnoe 1900 etc Beet 
pries in town Visit 01 Herbs 1 Viternins 166 S 
Main, 363-0006. 
FOR RENT 
706 Second St Apt A 
2 bdrm turn apt. anaaable immsdislsly 
Cal John Newtove Real Estate 
364-2260 
803 Eighth St. Apt 7 
Cat Mrke 364-0698 2 bdrm  apt . spacious 
and clean! 
DECEMBER GRADUATE NEEDS PERSON(S) 
TO TAKE OVER LEASE AT VILLAGE QREEN 
APTS I BDRM PLEASE CALL NOW 
353-6809 
SOCICDV DAVID HARRIS 
■ae a«'Wa...TSie8o( 
%£. Two WMl tH JDC£ 
MMsYtt r«* <eWZ> »/oiV... 
vie ?»aeii«> BKK T»K£. 
">.ik..iL,.wl.(l'rrIi 
/  VMS JlKT STaeni*? lb 
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I AfaV ua£ TieHvf. \ 
/n—' 
mM 
frtX»3«cK, irS 
NTTMr BrO. r-j- A 'OAssifit-t>*/ 
<MJ<- WE WANT YOU! 
Rock to the Rhythml 
ecord a Falcon Victory! 
Bomb the Bumbling Bobcats! 
#8 
Cris 
Shale 
Punter 
Jr.VSo.  6'0"  185 
Beaver creek 
GO FALCONS! 
BGSU ATHLETIC DEPT. 
#57 
Brian 
Sherman 
Outside Linebacker 
Jr./So.6T'250lbs. 
Newark 
Good Luck Falcons 
•SUBMIT 
.   Sandwiches & Salads 
Woodland Mall 
353-0204 
#19 
Eric 
Smith 
Quarterback 
Sr.6'3"210lbs. 
Alma, Ml 
Good Luck Falcons 
university Bookstore 
#9 
Steve 
Spray 
Quarterback 
Sr./Jr. 6'1" 180 lbs. 
VanWert 
Churchill's Super Markets 
1141 South Main Street 
354-2526 
Good Luck & Sack 'em Falcons 
GO FALCONS! 
BGSU ATHLETIC DEPT. 
#12 
Rodney 
Thompson 
Defensive Back 
Jr./So.6'2"190lbs. 
Detroit, Ml 
(Cooley) 
Mon - Thurs. 10-9 
Fri - Sat. 10-10:30 
Sun 10 - 8:30 
#3 
Reggie 
Thornton 
Wide Receiver 
Sr./Jr. 6*11"1 75 lbs. 
Detroit, Ml 
(MacKenzie) 
BEAT BOBCATS 
PONDEROSA 
STEAK BODSE 
1544 E. Wooster Ave. 
Bowling Green, OB 
#53 
Doug 
Van Fossen 
Linebacker 
Jr./So. 6'3" 200 lbs. 
Centerburg 
2 Locations: 
Hair Unlimited 
143 W. Wooster 
353-3281 
6 Beds 
Air Conditioned 
THE TANNING 
CENTER 
The Wash 
House 
248 N. Main 
354-1559 
7 Beds 
Open Daily 'til 
10 p.m. 
- Since 1980 - 
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Currents features 
neon artwork by 
Philip Hazard 
by Kircn McDcvitt  
In the mid-1960s, America bid farewell 
to its neon signs which previously had 
painted much of the nation's roadways and 
taverns and, in their place, opted for plas- 
tic signs on the nation's roadways. But 
neon refused to die. 
Instead, it assumed a more sophisticated 
residence in art galleries across the nation 
and abroad and today, still lives in the 
hearts of its entrepreneurs who envision an 
art form in its once flashy character. 
Philip Hazard, internationally recog- 
nized neon artist, is among a handful of 
men who see art in these coils and, as 
such, has devoted his life to this medium. 
Hazard, a native Toledoan and 1974 grad- 
uate of Toledo University, resides in New 
York and currently is the Presi- 
dent/Director of the Neo Neon Gallery, 
New York's only art gallery devoted to 
neon as an art form. Since 1975, his in- 
volvement with the medium has prompted 
exhibitions in France, Germany, Sweden 
and throughout the United States. 
Now, Hazard returns to his area in a de- 
but exhibit "Neon Art/New Work" to 
Bowling Green's Currents Gallery, 126 E. 
Wooster. Rosemarie Basile, co-owner of 
Currents, said that Hazard's exhibits, 
which premiered Oct. 1 and will continue 
throughout the month of October, have 
been generating a lot of interest and "can't 
help but make people notice us more." 
According to Basile, Hazard's work has 
been "literally stopping traffic." 
"Somebody literally sat through two 
light changes at Main and Wooster Streets 
in order to see Philip's work, "she said. 
Both Hazard and Basile hope that this 
exhibit will educate the public and give 
them appreciation for neon as an art form. 
"Unfortunately, a lot of people still equate 
neon art with tacky and tawdry signs," Ha- 
zard said. "After they see my art, many 
people end up saying. 'Hey, this doesn't 
look like a beer sign'." 
Though Hazard's work frequents art gal- 
leries, it does appear in the commercial 
sector as well. He has created customed art 
for Bloomingdales, Saks Fifth Avenue, 
Bergdorf, Goodman, Macy's and Valen- 
tinos. In addition, commissioned works 
have been designed for Bianca Jagger, 
John Belushi. Meryl Streep and Studio 54 
in Paris. Whatever the task at hand, Ha- 
zard maintains that "working with neon is 
a joy." 
"The medium is wonderful. It's really 
expressive." Hazard chose seventeen di- 
verse pieces to display at Currents which 
include drama masks priced at $700, his 
1956 neonized car 
entitled "Fun in 56" valued at $1400 and 
a neonized guitar, priced at $900. Basile 
says the Currents' collection is a "good re- 
presentation of Hazard's work." 
While a portion of his work covers the 
walls of Currents, Hazard is opening an- 
other show in New York this week entitled 
"Neon — One of a Kind." 
From show to show, Hazard hopes to 
prove to spectators that his art isn't merely 
gaudy, but a viable art form which is grow- 
ing in popularity."We've come a long way 
since those neon signs." 
Pests are source of campus problems 
Those tiny flying bugs that have 
invaded campus will cease to be an 
annoyance after the first autumn frost 
by UM Hull 
This fall, students have been carrying 
more than books. Students have become a 
taxi service for the large number of gnat- 
like insects flying around campus. 
The insects are actually winged aphids 
commonly called plant lice. These bugs 
feed on the juices of cultivated and wild 
plants. 
"They usually don't have wings," Lee 
Rockett of the biology department said. 
'This year they developed wings because, 
with the drought, they had to fly to find 
new food sources." 
According to Rockett, aphids have one 
of the highest reproductive capacities in 
the insect world. In one year, they can 
have as many as 51 generations with each 
mother producing 85 young. 
The drought has killed many of the 
other insects preying on aphids. "Usually, 
| aphids are on the plants themselves," 
j Rockett said. "Unless you're a farmer, you 
won't see them." 
Although aphids are a major agricultural 
pest— they eat everything from roses to 
com— they do not present a health threat. 
"We could get really exotic and expen- 
sive methods of getting rid of them and 
they may even work, but the cost and the 
effort wouldn't be worth it," David Cran- 
dall, pest control operator, said. 
No offical complaint has been made, 
Randy Gallier, grounds coordinator, said. 
"Short of cutting down all the trees on 
campus, there's nothing we can do," Gal- 
lier said. 
"It's a natural phenomenon and after the 
first couple of frosts it won't be a prob- 
lem," Crandall said. 
Rodents seeking indoor refuge will 
keep pest control agents on their toes 
by Jeff Batdorf improperly-disposed food and gar- 
bage and he advised students to 
As students begin spending more keep their rooms clean to avoid 
time indoors as cooler temperatures problems. 
approach, they are frequently joined He said dining halls and loading 
by some unwanted guests. docks are watched closely because 
According to the University pest they have food and garbage around 
control operator, insects, rodents them. 
and other pests also move inside to Wayne Colvin, director of Greek 
avoid the cold weather — creating Life, said insect problems in frater- 
many pest control problems on nity and sorority houses are "nor- 
campus. mal" and not extensive. Fayetta 
Although he is busy during the Paulsen, assistant vice-president for 
fall, Dave Crandall, pest control student affairs, said there are also no 
operator, said early treatment of unusual difficulties with pests in the 
trouble areas has minimized pest- residence halls. 
control problems for the 1988-89 Genevieve Kurfess, assistant man- 
school year. ager for the McDonald Quadrangle 
"We have our share of problems, kitchen, said flies are prevalent in 
but nothing that can't be dealt with." cafeterias during the first part of 
Crandall said. the semester but spraying generally takes 
The most common pests found on care of them. 
campus are ants and mice, he said. Crandall said if residence halls have a se- 
He said they are mainly attracted by ■See Bugs, page 7. 
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Campus Comments 
Do you think Homecoming is as important 
now as it was to students in high school? 
\ 
»     V       1 
■ - 
1 
Dallas Black, senior Spanish educa- 
tion major from Avon Lake: "Homecom- 
ing menu nothing to me in college. It 
meant alot more to me while I was still in 
high school." 
Jennifer Miller, senior fashion Mer- 
chandising major from 
Maumee: "Football, floats and beauty 
queens have never been really important 
to me. Homecoming is just another study 
day." 
D. George Kraynak Jr., junior education 
major from Bay Village:"/ think it was a 
bigger deal when I was a freshman and 
had my parents and friends come up. 
Since I have moved off campus I don't 
think about it and it's just another week- 
end." 
Markeba Stephens, sophomore unde- 
cided major from Cleveland: "In college 
not as many people get involved. It's so 
broad it doesn't reach everyone. Ill be 
participating in the minority activities." 
Lounge students make move-again 
by Chrlity Schroadcl 
While the majority of University students 
have been happily settled into their rooms, 
apartments, and houses for more than a 
month, there are an unfortunate few who 
have just received permanent housing. 
Every year the University admits more 
freshmen then they have accommodations 
for, therefore forcing some students to live 
in lounges and motels until proper housing 
can be found. 
Many of the students who were placed in 
temporary housing at the start of the 
semester were recently relocated to the 
fifth floor of Harmon and Lowry Halls in 
Founders Quadrangle. 
Living in residence hall lounges and 
motel rooms can cause many problems for 
students and staff as well. 
Tony Anderson, Harmon hall manager, 
pointed out that because the lounges are 
so small, students are not always comfort- 
able and can easily get irritable. Anderson 
added that students living in the lounges 
was an "inconvenience for the students as 
well as the professional staff." 
The lounge residents received a letter 
from the office of on-campus housing con- 
cerning their re-assignment to Pounders. 
The letter explained in general where, 
when and how they would be relocated to 
their new living quarters. 
The letter specifically stated, "We are 
going to provide you with all necessary in- 
formation needed to make your move as 
easy and comfortable as possible." 
According to some University stu- 
dents.however, their moves were neither 
easy nor comfortable. 
Alison Short, freshman communications 
major, was living in Kreischer Quadrangle 
when she was notified that she had been 
relocated across campus to fifth floor Lo- 
wry in Founders. 
According to Shorr, she and her room- 
mates were packed and ready to make the 
move to Founders on Thursday Sept. 23 at 
9:30 p.m., the time when the University 
had scheduled a van to assist them in mov- 
ing. They waited until 11:30 p.m. and 
heard nothing. 
After a two hour wait, they called and 
found out that the van had broken down 
and they could not be helped until 7:30 
p.m. the next day. They were left to stay 
overnight in Kreischer with all of their be- 
longings packed away. 
Ironically, though, leaving was Shorr's 
biggest complaint. 
Shorr said she enjoyed living in Darrow 
Hall. "Although the lounge may not have 
been ideal, I would have rather stayed 
where I established my first friendships," 
she said, Shorr and her roommate said 
they still spend all of their extra time at 
Darrow. 
Michele Soliz, freshman Spanish major, 
lived on the ninth floor of Offenhauer be- 
fore she was moved to the fifth floor of 
Harmon. She also said that she did not feel 
she received what the letter had promised. 
Soliz originally signed a contract for a 
two man room but received a five man 
room and was not informed about her re- 
location until two days prior to moving. 
She had to move during mid-terms and 
was offered University assistance between 
the hours of 9 p.m. and midnight Monday 
through Friday. 
According to Richard Hughes, assistant 
director of housing, each year the Univer- 
sity tries to make adjustments, but more 
people want to attend school here than 
there are accommodations for. 
Hughes said that after the renovations 
and re-opening of Williams Hall, the fifth 
floor of Harmon and Lowry Halls were 
again made available for students who 
were previously living in the lounges. This 
enabled the students to move into rooms 
in a month when it usually takes a semes- 
ter before accommodations are available. 
He also said that the University provided 
■See Lounge, page 7. 
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Program to feature University grad 
by Lin Hull  
Tired of reading chapter after chapter of economics or 
psychology? The creative writing program may have the 
alternative you are looking for. 
Original poetry and fiction are read at "Fridays," a pro- 
gram sponsored by the creative writing department to get 
students to care about literature readings and reading lit- 
erature. 
Fridays was started three years ago by Dr. Phillip O'- 
Connor, co-founder and director of the creative writing 
department. Published authors visit campus to read their 
poetry, short stories or critical essays. 
Faculty and students of the creative writing program 
recommend authors they would like to hear and selections 
are based on these recommendations. There are usually 
five or six readers scheduled each semester. 
Last year's fall turnout was inconsistent. "Sometimes 
there were a lot of people and sometimes few," O'Connor 
said. "It depends on how well students know the author's 
work or if the weather is bad. We have bigger turnouts in 
the spring." 
Despite the program's name, not all the readings are on 
Fridays. This year's first reader, John Brandi, appeared on 
Thursday, September 1. 
The next reading, by Mark Berman, will be Monday, Oc- 
tober 10, from 3:30 to 4:30 p.m. in Jerome Library's Con- 
ference room, 150a. 
A University alumnus, Berman is especially recom- 
mended to students by O'Connor. He will be reading from 
a presently untitled manuscript that will be published in 
the fall. 
Berman, 36, is an attorney/advisor in the Office of 
Equity Trading Practices, a division of market regulations, 
in the Securities and Exchange Commission in Washing- 
ton D.C. 
Bom in Piqua, Berman went to high school in Dayton. 
While a student at the University, he received a B.A. in 
English and political science in 1974 and a M.F.A in crea- 
tive writing in 1976. 
While at the University, Berman lettered in wrestling 
and served on the graduate student senate working on a 
program to assess students' writing skills. He was founder 
and editor of the Armchair Press which published books 
from all over the country through the National Endow- 
ment for The Arts. 
"Eyes," published in 1975, was the last of three books 
of poetry Berman wrote while a student here. Since then 
he has published mainly essays on creative writing and law 
articles. 
'Ten or 15 years ago, other writers like T.S. Elliot and 
Anne Sexton influenced my writing," Berman said. "Now-1 
think the editing and crafting is much more important. I 
rely on the language and let it do as much as possible." 
Berman stresses the importance of knowing how to 
write no matter what your intended field is. 
"If 1 had my way, all students would be required to take 
two writing courses. One basic course to teach grammar 
and fundamentals and one course for expression, whether 
it be technical writing or fiction," Berman said. 
"Seventy-five to 80 percent of what I do in my job is writ- 
ing," he said. "I've seen first hand that if you can't write 
you will go nowhere, period. I would not have received the 
honors I have in my profession if it weren't for my writ- 
ing." 
Berman also recommends students be aware of what is 
outside of their major before setting career goals. Berman 
said that his travel has aided some of his decisions. 
As a member of the All England Lawn Tennis Associa- 
tion, Berman spends two weeks in London at Wimbledon. 
In a couple of years, he wants to move there as a securities 
regulator or member of a law firm. 
"I've been to Europe and I've stood on the border of 
Lebanon and hiked through it's hills," he said. "It's given 
me some perspective on life." 
Different perspectives are what Berman wants people 
who read or hear his work to come away with. 
"I hadn't really thought about it much, but if someone 
gets a new twist on an idea or a new expression from my 
work I'm glad." 
Berman thinks the University's creative writing program 
is the best in the country as far as faculty, structure and 
graduates are concerned. However, he does think the 
English department and creative writing department need 
to work more closely. 
"It's'the best - although little known or appreciated - 
t program in the country and it deserves all the awards it 
gets," Berman said. "Phil O'Connor and Fred Eckman 
(program's other founder) succeeded in their goals." 
The rest of the fall schedule includes Nick Muska on 
OctH from 12:30 to 1:30 p.m., James Thomas and David 
Adams on Oct.27 from 8:00 to 9:00p.m., William Harrold 
on Nov.9 from 8:00 to 9:00 p.m. and Tony Ardizzone on 
Nov.14 from 3:30 to 4:30 p.m. All readings will be at Jer- 
ome Library's Conference Room, 150a except for Thomas 
and Adams, who will be at 115 Education Building. 
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object, you could win a sis 
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Cafe. 1414 E. Woosicr  <DOCS 
not include tax, gratuity, or 
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Drop your answers In Ihe 
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No one correctly identified last week's object as 
a microphone. 
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Radio station debuts "New Music" 
by Cathy Mtfiorc  
WBGU has added a new program to its 
format. New Musical Frontiers is a radio 
show featuring "new music" on the 
national and local level. The program, 
produced by senior music composition 
major, Christopher Comer, runs every 
Sunday evening from 5-6 p.m. 
Comer defines "new music" as "the cut- 
ting edge of the direction music is going 
now," but prefers to use the phrase "avant- 
garde music" because of the hard core 
labels associated with the words "new mu- 
sic." Many confuse new or avant-garde 
music with the new age style of Tim Story 
and Windham Hill, but according to 
Comer, it is not the same. Some may call it 
noise or pure nonsense while others see it 
as a special type of expressionism. 
"No one can not like it until they've tried 
it," says Comer of the avant-garde musical 
form. 
Comer often toyed with the idea of a new 
music program while spinning records as a 
DJ. for the Alternative Rock and Roll pro- 
gramming on WBGU. Occasionally he 
would throw in a song or two from some of 
his own personal collection of records he 
had brought along to the station. "There is 
no exposure for avant-garde music," 
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Comer said. "The station doesn't own any 
(avant-garde) records." 
His idea became more of a reality when 
Dr. Marilyn Shrude. assistant professor at 
the College of Musical Arts and director 
director of the contemporary music pro- 
gram for the University, suggested he put 
together a program and ask for an inde- 
pendant study from Dr. Donald Wilson, 
professor at the College of Musical Arts 
and producer of the New Music Festival 
radio series. Comer spent last summer 
making contacts for interviews and prepar- 
ing an itinerary for the fall program. 
"Nobody outside of the school of music 
seems to know what is going on in the area 
of new music, it's not because they are 
dumb, it's just not out there," he said. 
The program covers several interviews 
and introduces the music of artists such as 
Sonny Sharrock and Ronald Shannon 
Jackson, both members of the "Last Exit" 
band, Fred Frith, John Zom. George 
Crumb and Leland Scott Davis. Local 
band interviews include Art School and 
Sheepish Grin. 
Also featured on the program are the 
works of University student composers 
Rob Steele and Wayne Berman. 
"Last Exit" featuring Jackson on vocals 
and drums and Sharrock on guitar is one 
of the newest improvisab'onal bands out of 
New York. They have produced three 
albums of purely improvised music. Both 
Jackson and Sharrock have played with 
many avant-garde jazz musicians such as 
Herbie Mann, Omette Coleman and Miles 
Davis. Producer/Bassist, Bill Laswell, 
joined the band on this album. 
An acclaimed oassist, Laswell is better 
known as the producer of such top names 
as Herbie Hancock, Iggy Pop and the 
heavy metal group Metallica. Guitarist 
Fred Frith is the pioneer of dropping 
things like ball bearings and screw drivers 
onto the guitar strings to create new 
sounds. He credits his creative inspiration 
of experimental guitar sounds to John 
Cage and Frank Zappa. He has also de- 
veloped several styles of stringed instru- 
ments used in this technique. 
University graduate, Leland Scott Davis, 
introduces another form of music which In 
calls "America's Urban Bush," music for 
drum kit. Davis, having played the circuit 
of many successful rock and jazz bands 
decided to produce the "Urban Bush" as a 
"reaction against a lot of the typical jive 
music that you hear on commercial radio.' 
He describes the "Urban Bush" as a place 
where creative people are able to go to get 
their ideas out without being swayed by 
preconceived notions." Art School's cur- 
rent tape "No Pain No Gain" and Shee- 
pish Grin's new tape, "Peggy" highlight 
the original songs of the two locally based 
bands. 
Program schedules for New Musical 
Frontiers can be obtained by contacting 
Friday/Sherry Kotki     Christopher Comer at WBGU radio. 
Christopher Comer is spinning records to a different beat at WBGU. Comer has a new 
program at the station that highlights the new avante-guard music. 
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HOMECOMING BALL 
Sponsored by Black Student Union 
Saturday, October 8, 1988 
- LOCATION CHANGED - 
NORTHEAST COMMONS  10:00 p.m. • 2:30 a.m. 
Admission is $1.00 
ADVANCED TICKET SALES 
Can be purchased at the Upward Bound Office 
301 Hayes Hall     Tuesday thru Friday 8 a.m.-5 p.m. 
Limit: 
2 Tickets 
per Student 
BGSG ID 
Required 
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"Tighten Up" new release by B.A.D. 
Music Review 
by Frank Espoiito 
In the chaotic realm of pop music, being 
true to yourself is not an easy thing to do. 
Just ask Mick Jones. 
As frontman of the Clash, Jones was one 
of the original deities of punk. His biting 
lyrics and savage snarl entrenched the 
Clash as one of the Big Three (joining the 
Sex Pistols and the Damned) of the origi- 
nal punk explosion of 1977. His electric 
outbursts of rage and frustration on such 
seminal bracks as "London's Burning," 
"White Riot," and "I'm So Bored With 
The U.S.A." galvanized one of rock's 
finest hours. 
But Mick had a problem. He liked pop 
music. This was evident onLondon Calling, 
the Clash's magnum opus. On that land- 
mark effort, pop and punk fused in ways 
that had not even been contemplated be- 
fore. This new hybrid created such gems as 
"Wrong 'Em Boyo" and "Koka Kola." 
The Clash broke up after Sandinista!. 
The tensions between Jones and bandmate 
Joe Strummer (the band's other major 
creative force) had escalated to an intoler- 
able degree. One of the pillars of the punk 
pantheon was no more. 
After the breakup, something magnifi- 
cently horrifying happened to Mick Jones. 
He was eaten alive...by hip-hop. 
Heeding the call of the sounds of the 
street, Jones formed Big Audio Dynamite, 
a pop/hip-hop/rock quintet who may 
have hit pop paydirt with their latest LP 
Tighten Up, Vol. '88 
B. A.D.'s debut LP, This Is Big Audio 
Dynamite, was heralded by Rolling Stone 
as "the best hip-hop record that a 29-year- 
old white male could ever dream of mak- 
ing." 
It contained two dance chart smashes 
("Medicine Show" and "E.MC2") and a 
devastating socially-conscious rap in 
"Bad." They followed it up with/vb. 10, 
UppingSL, which was less of a commercial 
success but still matched their debut hits 
with "C'Mon Every Beatbox" and "V. Thir- 
teen." It also contained the incendiary 
sampling/drum machine orgy of "Ice Cool 
Killer." 
Tighten... is a conglomerate of the best 
aspects of B. A.D.'s first two albums. Some 
of the fury is gone, but enough remains to 
stomp on plenty of sacred cows. It leads off 
with "Rock Non Stop (All Night Long)" a 
raucous call to party that features a big 
beat drum introduction and crunchy guitar 
chords. Its lyrics are downright fun ("Bug- 
gin' out - Hangin' in - Get it on"). It proves 
that multi-layered pop in the '80s doesn't 
always mean the homogenized pablum of 
Genesis, Huey Lewis, and the rest of their 
soporific brood. 
Right on its tail comes "Other 99", with 
a killer hook that's twice as big as it is 
wide. Its coy lyrics ("Everything's not al- 
ways great/Sometimes if s just fine," "I 
looked into the mirror/And I saw the 
floor," "No one gets ten out often/You 
gotta strive for five") tell us to accept our- 
selves for who we are and warn us of the 
perils of attempting to live up to other's 
expectations. 
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BGSUThtotre 
presents 
Noises Off 
by Michael Frayn 
September 29- 
Ottober I and 
October 6-1 
All performances 
at 8 p.m. 
Eva Morit Saint 
Theatre 
University Hall 
Adults $6, 
students/senior 
citizens $4 
for reservations, 
(011372-2719 
Later on side one, things get even more 
strange. 
"Champagne" chronicles the experi- 
ences of a man who loves a woman who 
has immersed her entire life in alcohol 
("Vodka juice/Ain't no use/She wants 
champagne"). He can't bring himself to 
leave her ("I was thinking about leav- 
ing/Before it gets to be evening/Might 
stick around instead") in spite of the mad- 
dening comments she makes while drunk 
("Weddings/All this talk of weddings"). 
The song is anchored by a rock-steady, 
percolating rhythm track. 
"Esquerita" is a twisted rock 'n' rofl fa- 
ble told to a soundtrack of Ritchie Valens 
on amphetamines. Esquerita is a fictional 
rock rebel who goes "die farthest out a 
man can go and back again." If s addition- 
ally warped by the facts that Esquerita is 
both black ("...a black Flash Gordon") and 
homosexual ("It was me he took a shine 
to"). Not exactly your average pop song, is 
it? I strongly doubt that Tiffany will be 
covering this one fifteen years down the 
road. 
Tighten... features other standout tunes 
such as the anti-racist "Funny Names," the 
wiggling blip-beat of "Applecart" "2000 
Shoes" (a scathing ode to Imelda Marcos), 
and the off-center sampling of "Hip, Neck, 
and Thigh" ("God, I love it when you're 
domineering!"). 
The penultimate brack for B.A.D. on this 
effort is the atomically hyperactive ditty ti- 
tled "The Battle Of All Saints Road." It 
fuses two pop classics, "The Battle Of New 
Orleans" and "Dueling Banjos," with the 
most deftly beats this side of Run D-M-C. 
The lyrics spotlight a clash between out- 
law rockers and the local authorities ("We 
fired our guns and the coppers kept a- 
comin"). The rockers win the battle, but 
lose the war ("Nowadays all quiet on All 
Saints Road/Cops and yups come in by 
the truckload"). It ends with a hellacious 
battle pitting Mick Jones against both a 
power-plucked banjo and a roaring guitar. 
Mick wins. He celebrates by dishing out a 
Jamaican blubber-rap that would do Mel 
Blanc proud. 
Tighten Up, Vol. '88gives one of pop's 
most exciting outfits another fine album 
that is unabashedly original vet still pop- 
pish. 
Hopefully, Mick Jones' obedience to his 
true spirit will be rewarded on the pop 
charts. Until then, we can savor our mem- 
ories of one of punk's true deities scream- 
ing "LONDON'S BURNING" at the top of 
his nonconformist lungs. 
Herefe a tip... 
a tax tip. 
If you've got tax 
questions, you can get 
the answers by calling 
the IRS Tele-Tax service, 
a recorded information 
service on about 150 
topics. The phone 
number is in your tax 
package and telephone 
directory. 
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Obstacles can prevent    Saturday Night Live to 
students from s 
Tongue in Cheek 
by Christopher J. Dawton  
Sleep is a very sensitive subject. It's even 
more sensitive when a person hasn't had 
any in a long while; actually, that person is 
more sensitive than the subject of sleep. 
College and sleep form a rather interesting 
mix. 
Everyone seems to be staying awake all 
night to study and/or party, but yet in col- 
lege, people tend to sleep a lot more. I 
mean, it seemed that over the summer I 
could exist on four or five hours of sleep a 
night, while scrubbing toilets all day for my 
fun summer job. Here I get really crabby if 
I don't have at least eight hours a night. 
I'd probably get more sleep if I could nap 
during the middle of the day like 98 per- 
cent of the other students, but I'm one of 
those finicky sleepers who need darkness 
and quiet to be able to sleep. 
Unfortunately. I live in a dorm. Darkness 
and quiet do not exist in dorms, ever. For 
one thing, the curtains are too damn light- 
colored. C'mon, the school colors are ob- 
noxious orange and even more obnoxious 
brown. Couldn't the University provide 
brown curtains? 
One feature I just love about my dorm is 
that right outside my window is a large 
light. It is bright. In fact, it is so bright, that 
I can read by it I think the University is us- 
ing it as a beacon to try and contact life on 
other planets. I'm sure it's bright enough 
to be seen from Mars. 
Noise is also a problem when one is 
privileged enough to be a dorm resident. 
Living in a freshman dorm was a pretty 
loud experience I'll admit, so I thought 
that this year when I moved into a dorm 
that is mostly sophomores and upper- 
classmen (or women) it would be at the 
least, slightly quieter. I was wrong. 
The walls in my dorm are not even thick 
enough to be considered paper-thin. I can 
hear every word said by my next door 
neighbors, every song played on their 
stereo, and every T.V. show they watch. 
Usually it's not too bad. However, they 
have this habit on Sunday nights of watch- 
ing ESPN until the wee hours. I make up 
for it by testing how loud my roommate's 
stereo will go during the afternoons, when 
they're trying to nap. I don't even want to 
think about those late-night fire alarms. 
Some people actually study sleep. I don'- 
1.1 just do it I think that all those psychol- 
ogy people who study sleep should not do 
it in sleep-deprivation labs, but dorm 
rooms. Just pick a time like finals week 
and watch everyone get tense and irritable. 
I should say, "everyone but me." 
That's right, I get sleep during finals 
week. I have come to reason that it is bet- 
ter to get a good night's sleep than to stay 
awake all night studying. That way, when I 
fail, I don't feel so bad about it. Of course, 
I don't tell my parents that 
Apparently, insomnia is also a problem 
for some college students. I must admit it 
occurs to me. However, I have discovered 
the ultimate cure for insomnia: read a po- 
litical science textbook. For some strange 
reason, a political science textbook can 
cure the worst case of insomnia like no 
other textbook. For one thing, they rarely 
have pictures. 
Science books on the other hand have 
■See Sleep, page 8. 
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start 14th season 
NEW YORK (AP) - Al Franken was trail- 
ing the candidates with a satellite dish on 
his head; Dana Carvey and Kevin Nealon 
were Austrian weightlifters Hans and 
Franz — "We want to pomp you opl" Dan 
Aykroyd made a surprise appearance as 
Bob Dole. 
NBC's "Saturday Night Live" had just hit 
stride last spring when the Writers Guild 
strike brought everything to a halt. 
Executive producer Lome Michaels 
hopes to get back on track soon — the 
show begins its 14th season Saturday — 
but laments missing seven shows that 
would have culminated in a nostalgic 
season-ender with Gilda Radner and Bob 
Dylan. 
"If there had been a strike in 1985,1 
wouldn't have minded it so much," Mi- 
chaels said in an interview in his NBC of- 
fice. "But we were in such good rhythm. 
Our ratings were going up every week.... I 
just thought we were doing very good 
work. It was an election year, the writing 
was there, the cast was there." ' 
Michaels launched the show in 1975. 
and with it the careers of Radner, Aykroyd, 
[ Chevy Chase, John Belushi, Jane Curtin 
and Bill Murray. Michaels left in 1980 to 
produce movies, but returned in 1985. A 
rushed-together cast spent an unhappy 
season under crushingly negative reviews. 
In 1986, the show rebounded with a new 
cast that has remained intact for three 
seasons. This group seems to have shaken 
off the ghosts of the now-fabled originals. 
Aykroyd played Dole off Nora Dunn's 
edge-of-hysteria takeoff on Con- 
gresswoman Pat Schroeder. Dana Carvey 
did a brilliant Robin Williams opposite 
Williams himself, as his own father. Phil 
Hartman, who can do everybody from 
Jimmy Swaggart to Phil Donahue, perfec- 
ted Barbara Bush. 
Michaels said he had felt out of touch 
with the late-night audience when he came 
back in 1985 and unwisely heeded advice 
to target the show to some nebulous no- 
tion of a new and younger audience. 
"And so you start putting on stuff you 
don't think is funny or that you're not com- 
fortable with or a musical group that hap- 
pens to be hot at that moment, booking 
from the charts instead of from your 
tastes," he said. "And it's disorienting, be- 
cause if you fail that way, as I did, you go, 
well, where's the satisfaction? There's no 
satisfaction. So after that season, I went 
back to, I'm going to put on the things that 
I think are good and hopefully I'm not that 
out of step." 
Michaels, 43, now oversees a staff of 
writers who in some cases were in junior 
high school when SNL premiered. 
"You know, there's a certain point 
where you're sitting in a room, and if s 2 
o'clock in the morning, and you're saying, 
'I don't think it will work,' words that as 
you hear them coming out of your head, 
you realize these people, and sometimes 
those people are 25 or 26, and they're 
looking at you, and you think, They're 
thinking, he's old and annoying.' And you 
know that you think it won't work because 
you wrote it three times, you produced it 
eight times, and it didn't work any of the 
II times. They're thinking, 'He just 
doesn't get it'" 
Michaels produced the Emmy Awards 
show for Fox this summer, livening up the 
proceedings and keeping the show merci- 
fully short. He says it's an experience he 
feels he needs only only once in his life, 
though. 
Now, besides shepherding SNL. he is 
helping launch two new shows; 
—"Sunday Night." a variety show that 
premiered on NBC last Sunday, will fea- 
ture an eclectic assemblage of musical 
guests. David Sanbom and Jools Holland 
are co-hosts. Comedian Kevin Meany is a 
regular. 
-"Kids in the Hall," an HBO series fea- 
turing a young comedy troupe from Mi- 
chaels' home town of Toronto. 
"There is a time in people's careers 
which is more interesting for me to be 
working with them ... to watch people 
come into their own and just blossom," 
Michaels said. 
Earlier in the day, at an NBC press con- 
ference about the new season of "Saturday 
Night Live," Michaels was asked what was 
new to say after 14 years. 
"Our show is one that will always be de- 
scribed as uneven, and I think there's a 
point in the development of a cast when 
they sort of hit stride. Our cast, before we 
were taken off the air (by the strike) had hit 
stride. 
SHOW US YOUR SPIRIT 
Rock to the rhythm 
with our D.J. 
OPEN 9 p.m.-l a.m. 
NO COVER - NO ID'S 
Located in Harshman 
See you there ! 
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Bugs 
■ (Continued from page 1) 
nous problem, bug spray will be available 
to residents but he added that 99 percent 
of insect problems do not need immediate 
attention. He said the pest control service 
will handle all calls within 24 hours. 
He also said he handles rodent inciden- 
Grateful Dead play 
concerts for causes 
NEW YORK (AP) - Members of the 
Grateful Dead, those rock 'n' roll icons 
from the psychedelic counterculture of the 
late '60s, have joined the concerts-for- 
causes circuit 
The band, which played at the legendary 
Woodstock festival and has been a rock 
mainstay for 23 years with songs like 
"Steel Magnolia," "Casey Jones," and 
"Uncle John's Band," joined Bruce Hom- 
sby and the Range, Suzanne Vega, and 
Daryl Hall and John Oates on stage Satur- 
day night to raise money to protect tropi- 
cal rain forests. 
The group pledged to make fighting de- 
forestation a lifelong commitment. "We'll 
probably be doing this until we're pushing 
up daisies," rhythm guitarist Bob Weir 
said. 
Lead guitarist Jerry Garcia, the Dead's 
spiritual guru, said he's concerned about 
the world his children will inherit. 
"For me, this is one of those things that 
20 years ago there were people who were 
talking about how dire all this stuff was 
then. And the alarming part is, nothing has 
happened in between.... It is up to regular 
people, which we think we are, to do some- 
thing about this," he said. 
cattle ranching, farming and timber har- 
vesting, contributes to the global warming 
trend known as the greenhouse effect. 
Concert organizers hoped to raise 
$650,000 for the Rainforest Action Net- 
work, Greenpeace International, Cultural 
Survival and other environmental groups. 
ces, such as raccoons, opossums, bats and 
pigeons in campus buildings. The pest 
control program tries to avoid killing pests 
by catching them and taking them off 
campus to release. 
He said the least amount of insecticide 
as possible is used. 
BUSINESS 
FAME 
^SUB&AJKfW* 
Sandwich** A Salads 
$1.00 OFF 
Any Foot Long 
Sub or Reg. Size 
Salad with Med. 
Drink & coupon 
Woodland Mall 
353-0204 
Expires Oct. 21, 1988 
Lounge 
■(Continued from page 2) 
moving assistance at what was felt to be 
the most convenient time for students and 
employees. 
The University did try to compensate for 
some of the inconvenience though. They 
are going to give all of the lounge residents 
T-shirts. 
Soliz summed up everyone's feelings, 
"to make up for the inconvenience they 
are going to give us T-shirts to remind us 
of an experience we would rather forget.'' 
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presents 
• 10 p.m.* 
Friday and 
Saturday 
cassette 
soundtrack 
raffle 
Friday Saturday 
October 7th and October 8th 
"the time of your life" 
210 MSC 
8 p.m. 
10 p.m. 
Midnight $1.50 with B.G.S.U. I.D. 
plus an additional 50' off with Homecoming Button 
8 Friday hUgulne/Octobtr 7. 1988 
New contraceptive vaccine may be 
successful in human beings 
NEW YORK (AP) — A vaccine that makes the body attack sperm was 100 percent effec- 
tive in tests with female and male guinea pigs, the first demonstration of contraception 
without fail from a vaccine, scientists reported today. 
The study, which also found the effects of the vaccination temporary, raises the pros- 
pect that a similar vaccine might work in women and men. 
But "there are many things about it that would have to be changed or improved to 
make it a useful method for either agricultural animals or humans," researcher Paul Pri- 
makoffsaid. 
The vaccine is designed to prevent fertilization, which may make it more widely accep- 
table than another vaccine already in human testing that stops development of the em- 
bryo, other scientists said. 
Primakoff and colleagues at the University of Connecticut Health Center in Farming- 
ton, Conn., reported the experiment in the British journal Nature. 
None of the 25 female guinea pigs that were vaccinated before mating had litters, nor 
did the mates of the six immunized male guinea pigs. Animals that received sham immun- 
izations for comparison purposes remained fertile. 
Eleven of 24 females tested had regained fertility by nine to 11 months after the im- 
munization, and all four of the longest-studied group had delivered litters by 15 months. 
Among males, four of six had regained fertility by seven months after the immunization. 
In a telephone interview, Primakoff said his team has since produced contraception in 
17 other male guinea pigs. 
The vaccine is designed to make the body's disease-fighting immune system attack a 
protein found in guinea pig sperm. The details of just how that blocks fertility in guinea 
pigs are not known, Primakoff said. 
But immune system proteins called antibodies, taken from the immunized females, 
prevented sperm from binding normally to guinea pig eggs in the test tube. That suggests 
the vaccine blocks fertilization within vaccinated females, Primakoff said. 
In males, the vaccination triggered an invasion of the testicle by immune system cells. 
That is "not something you would want going on in your body" because of the potential 
for long-term harm, Primakoff said. 
So to produce a human male vaccine, researchers would have to find a way to trigger 
just the antibodies without the rest of an immune system reaction, he said. 
No evidence indicates the guinea pig vaccine would work in humans, nor is there any 
assurance that human sperm contains a suitable protein target for a similar vaccine, he 
said. 
Richard Bronson, director of the reproductive endocrinology division at the State Uni- 
versity of New York at Stony Brook, called the research "very encouraging." 
It suggests research into a sperm-targeting vaccine is "heading in the right direction," 
he said. 
The 100 percent contraception rate makes the results "really terrific," said Nancy 
Alexander, director of applied fundamental research for the Contraceptive Research and 
Development Program at the Jones Institute of Reproductive Medicine in Norfolk, Va. 
A vaccine that prevents fertilization might avoid religious and cultural implications of 
another kind of vaccine that has already begun preliminary human testing, she said. 
That vaccine blocks the action of a hormone called human chorionic gonadotropin. 
Scientists are unsure whether the blocking prevents the blastocyst, a clump of cells that 
grows from a fertilized egg, from implanting itself in the uterus wall, or whether it pre- 
vents further development soon after implantion. 
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Sleep 
■(Continued from page 6) 
pictures. Okay, so they're usually pictures 
of internal organs, pond scum, or atomic 
diagrams, but that's so much better than 
page after page of long words that no one 
understands. Math books don't have pic- 
tures, but there are usually exercises to 
stimulate the mind. As for english litera- 
ture books, boredom can be avoided by 
buying Cliff's Notes. 
Unfortunately, this can't be done with 
political science. Don't get me wrong; I 
like political science. In fact, if s my minor. 
However, I'm waiting for the day when 
someone can write a political science text 
that normal people can read and under- 
stand. 
There are other cures, depending on 
who is asked. Some people prefer to listen 
to music to lull themselves to sleep. That 
works, depending on the land of music. 
Heavy metal or hardcore punk do not lend 
themselves to relaxation. Classical or new 
age works pretty well. 
Another help might be to not drink cof- 
fee or caffeine-laden soft drinks before 
bed. I'm guilty on that one. Of course, few 
people have a problem sleeping after a 
night out on the town (such as it is). I'm 
guilty on that one, too. However, not get- 
ting enough sleep due to dorm noise, light, 
fire alarms, or insomnia does not annoy 
me as much as people who can sleep at any 
time, no matter the conditions. These 
people are also usually the same people 
who can wake up in a cheerful mood and 
with a smile on their faces. These people 
are sick. 
UniGrophics 
•aMHHlHIMiHBMHM af u~««»*v o.****, nm s.,.«.i 
Serving uour total graphic design and typesetting needs. 
• Resumes 
• Full-service computerized 
graphic arts camera 
• Design and/or typeset any 
job, large or small 
• loterwriter output 
• Convert your word processing 
disk to typeset quality output 
• Convert Macintosh* to 
PC tiles and vice versa 
Cot us for further information 
211 West Hall 372-7418 
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DAYTIME MORNING us*  OH BOWLING GREEN/UNIVERSITY NEWS  OCTOBER 7,19M - OCTOBER 13, IMS THURS FXP2 
5:00        5:30 6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00       8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 
O USA Today Business This Morning This Morning Sally Jessy Raphael Family Feud H Square Price 
O Sign-Oil Cont'd [stretch Fitness Doctor Vaned Mr Dressup Sesame St. 
O Success in Lite Business CBS News This Morning Peo. Court Medical Family Feud Card Sharks Price 
CD Ag-Day News NBC News Today Donahue Sale O. Cone. Fortune 
O Sign-Oil Varied J. Swaggart Jake Good Morning America g Live - Regis I Kathie Lea Gerakto Gro. Pains 
0 Sign-OH Cont'd Business Homestretch Sesame Street g Instructional Programming 
SD Sign-Off Cont'd Business Kangaroo Sesame Street g Instructional Programming 
O Sign-Oil Cont'd Jetsons Woody COPS. Little Pony Workout Relatively Dallas Jeannie 
C9 Sign-Oil Cont'd News Gumby Fun House G.I Joe Yogi Bear Smurts Little House on the Prairie 1 Love Lucy Mom. Brk. 700 Club 
Etm Varied Getting Fit Aerobics Nation 5 Business Today SportsCtr Varied Programs Getting Fit 
TMC Movie Movie Movie Varied Programs Movie 
DAYTIMEAFTERNOON 
11:30 12:00 12:30 1:00 1:30 2:00 2:30 3:00        3:30 4:00 4:30 5:00 5:30 
O Pnce News Young and the Restless BoW/Bea As the Work) Turns Guiding Light Geraldo Donahue 
O Sesame St. Midday Varied Programs King Parenting Sun Country Varied Programs Video Hits News 
ID Price News Young and the Restless BokJ/Bea. As the Work) Turns Guiding Light Oprah Winfrey g Family Ties Cosby Show 
O Win. Lose News Scrabble Days ol Our Lives Another World Santa Barbara Facts ol Life M*A-S"H News USA Today 
ffl Home Ryan's Hope Loving All My Children. One Lite to Live General Hospital Varied Programs Win. Lose News 
ffl Instructional Vaned Instructional Programming Varied Sq.1 TV Sesame Street g Mr Rogers Varied 
ED Instructional Instructional Programming Instructional Programming Sesame Street g Mr Rogers Sq. 1TV 
© Bewitched Br Bunch     Dating          Newtywed Gong Show H. Square Jem Alvin Yogi Bear Gh busters DuckTales Flintstones Double Dare 
@D 700 Club B. Hillbillies |Andy Griffith |CHiPs GiHigan Little Pony Alvin Teens DuckTales Double Dare DiH Strokes Webster 
ESPN Basic Tr Aerobics        Bodyshapi     Varied Programs Legends Ol Wrestling Varied Programs 
TMC Movie Movie                                                                   | Movie Movie                                                 Varied 
AIR POLLUTION: 
THE
 DANGER CONTINUES 
Join the fight for Clean Air! 
Recycling... 
An American Way of Life 
For Campus Recycling Information 
Call: 372-8909 
enM 
"WtfDKEN 
Matrix 
H€*U$ 
Paul Mitchell 
I Sebastian make-up and 
skin care products 
20 % OFF 
perms, haircuts & manicures 
with this ad 
expires 10/14/88 
We also carry crimping Irons, curling Irons, brushes, banana combs and blow dryers 
352-4101      181 S. Main Downtown B.G.  352-4143 
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FRIDAY EVENING               OCTOBER 7,1988 
6:00 6:30 7.00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
O News CBS News USA Today Circus Work) Movie: "Street of Dreams' News Taxi Jeflersons Benson 
o News Cont'd Ontario Arts Is Street Legal SCTV On Trial: A Royal Commission Journal Sign-ON Good Rockin Tonrte House Calls 
CD News CBS News Fortune Jeopardy1 Circus Work) Movie:  Street of Dreams News 3 s Co "The Feathered Serpent" 
CD News NM NMM Ent Tonight Cheers Movie:  The Secret Life ol Kathy McCormick" Sonny Spoon News Best of Carson Letter man 
€0 Wipeout ABC News Allan Family Feud Baseball Playoffs Los Angeles Dodgers at New York Mets News Nighttne Shelkjame 
CD Streamside Business MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour Wash Week Wall Si WK Doctor Who Sci Jrnl. Ideas Drug Legaliz. EastEnders 
£0 MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour Firing Line McLaughlin Wash Week Wall St Wk. Tinker, Tailor, Soldier, Spy American Playhouse Ideas Business D. Shadow 
m Batman Get Smart WKRP H.'s Heroes Rocklord Files Movie: "Desperate Women" B. Miller Morton Downey Jr Late Show 
GD Spoons Facts o' Lite Family Ties 3 s Co War of the Worlds News H'mooner Jeftersons Sanlord Fan Guy 
ESPN SportsLook Racing SportsCtr Starshot NFL s Greatest Moments Soap Box Derby Spirit of Adventure Scuba Work) SportsCtr. AWA Wrestling 
TMC Movie    Flashdance   Com a Movie: "Amazon Women on the Moon'' Movie: "Eye of the Tiger" Movie:   Maid to Order" 
SATURDAY AFTERNOON                  OCTOBER 8,1988 
11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 1:00 1:30 2:00 2:30 3:00         3:30 4:00 4:30 5:00 5:30 
o Hey. Vern Flip! College Football Ohio State at Indiana                                                                                      College Football Oklahoma vs Texas 
e Coronation Street Whal s New Wondersk Sea Hunt CFL Football: Toronto Argonauts at Ottawa Rough Riders Sportsweekend 
CD H..y   '.'•".• Fhpi Mighty M Storybreak Newsmakers Showcase Kingdom College Football: Oklahoma vs. Texas 
CD Alvm Ed Grimley 2 Hip 4 TV Young Univ. HS Quiz Trapper John, M.D. Boat Racing Movie    War ol the Worlds 
CD Bugs & Tweety Baseball Playoffs: Los Angeles Dodgers at New York Mets College Football: Teams to be Announced 
ffl J  Wilson Madeleine Hometime Garden Gourmet Old House Woodwright Ok) House Austin City Limits Tony Brown Wild Am. All Creatures 
£0 Motorweek Van Coo-s Maturity Streamside Old House Garden Justin So Cooking Gourmet Ou'ltmg Alexander Tony Brown European Science 
03 Will This/NFL College Football: Ohio State at Indiana Rocklord Files r M T Scratch It's a Living 
SD Soul Tram CHiPs War of the Worlds Movie: "King Kong" Ropes Happy Days 
ESPN Sports College Gameday Pistols Senior PGA Golf Vantage Championship Third Round Horse Racing: Gold Cup College FootbaH: Notre Dame at Pittsburgh 
TMC Movie    Maid to Order" Movie:   Bachelor Party Short Film Movie:   Under Cover"                                                | "Splash" 
SATURDAY EVENING 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
o News CBS News PM Magazine Impressions Frank's PI. Simon & Simon West 57th News Movie: "Red Dawn" 
a Sat Report Parliament Real Fishing Don Cherry NHL Hockey: Chicago Blackhawks at Toronto Maple Leafs TBA Spit Image Sec. Agent 
CD News CBS MM Fortune Cash Exp. Impressions Franks PI Simon 4 Simon West 57th News MTV Video Music Awards 
CD News NBC News BasebaH World 227 Amen Golden Girts Emply Nest Huntc News Saturday Night Live 
S) College Football: TBA Star Search Baseball Playoffs: Team TBA at Oakland As DC Follies Federation Wrestling Runaway 
CD DeGrassi ETES Lawrence Welk Show Tro|an War Movie: "And the Pursuit of Happiness" TBA All Am. Jazz Austin City Limits 
CD Nova Lawrence We* Show Movie: "Pollyanna' Movie: "The Crusades' Sign-Oft 
CD Mama TheShenff Star Trek Reporters Beyond Tomorrow Star Trek: Next Gener. Nightmare on Elm St Friday the 13th 
© Star Trek: The Cage Reporters Beyond Tomorrow Star Search M"A-S-H Movie: "Compromising Positions 
ESPN College Football College Football: Auburn at Louisiana State Scoreboard College Foott ■all: Wyoming at San Diego State 
TMC Movie:  Splash" Com a 1 Movie:   Nigh Myers"                              [Movie "MM to Order Movie: "Surt Nazis Must Die" Dreamscape 
20%   OFF ANY 
FULL SERVICE 
HAIRCUT 
OR CHEMICAL 
SERVICE 
WITH KELLY OR 
KEVIN 
COUPON GOOD 
MONDAYS 
ONLY 
EXPIRES NOV.7.  1988        315 E. WOOSTER ; i 
Located in 
the 
Woodlond Mall 
Open Mon. ■ Sat. 
10-9 
Sun. 12-5 
Blanched 
Peanuts 
S1.99/lb. 
Bazooka 
Bubble Gum 
$1.99/ lb. 
Kraft 
Carmels 
$1.69/lb. 
Sour Cream 
& Onion Rings 
$1.99/lb. 
UiutprluuiBr 
Remember 
Sweetest Day 
October 15 
428 E. Wooster      353-1045 
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SUNDAY AFTERNOON       OCTOBER 9,1988 
11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 1:00 1:30 2:00 2:30 3:00 3:30 4:00        4:30 5:00 5:30 
O Neighbor Sisk/Ebert SportsCtr NFL Today Movie: 'YerrU" NFL Football: Saints at Chargers 
O Gardener Best Years Meeting Place Sportsweekend Canada Hymn Sing Movie: "On Golden Pond" 
CD Magnum. P.I. Cooper NFL Today NFL Football Chicago Bears at Detroit Lions WHISonnett Gateway/Mindpower 
IB Shut-ins Mass Replay NFL Live NFL Football: Regional Coverage NFL Football: Regional Coverage 
S WorMTom. David Brinkley Close Up Suprcharg Ever Lean TBA Baseball Playoffs: Team TBA at Oakland As 
o College Food)* Onto Slate at Indiana Market Adam Smith Wall St Wk Firing Line Special Debate: Run Ctry tor Next 4 Yra One on One McLaughlin Firing Line Science 
6D Power ol Choice Computer Adam Smith Firing Une Sign-Off All Night Strut! Palaces Moyers/Campbell/Myth W* Rogers U.S.A. 
€9 Buck Rogers Movie: "Charlie's Balloon" Movie: "The Night Stalker Munsters Charles Out ol World Secret Id Superboy 
BD WWF Wrestling Chafing! Star Trek: Next Oengr. Movie: "Just You and Me. Kid" Movie: "Killer in the Family Rich & Famous 
am Sportstalk NFL Gameday Bodyboard Women's Tennis: Virginia SUms ol New Orleans Senior PGA Golf: Vantage Championship Final Round Horse Racing: Turf Classic 
TMC Movie: "Children ot a Lesser God" Movie: "The Hit" Movie: "Stakeout" Man Loved Cal Dancing 
SUNDAY EVENING 
6:00 6:30 7:00        7:30 8:00       8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00   |   12:30 
o NFL Football 60 Minutes Murder. She Wrote Movie: "Liberace: Behind the Music" News Siskel USA Today 
o Q.E.D. Raccoons B'combrs. Movie: "Summertime" rwWS Movie: "A Killer in Every Comer 
IB News 60 Minutes Murder, She Wrote Movie: "Liberace: Behind the Music" News Movie: "A Night In Paradise" 
a NFL PooM Magical World of Disney Super Bloopers 1 Jokes Movie:  Going to the Chapel" News Ent. Tonight Sign-Off Trapper 
a Soviet Union Incredeie Sunday Movie: "Star Trek - The Motion Picture/Baseball Playoffs" Sign Ol! Twin Star The Doctor Is In 
• Lawrence We* Show World al War Nature Masterpiece Theatre The Prisoner Fueling the Future S:gn-Ofl 
a Previews Movies Ramona Newton Nature Masterpiece Theatre Fueling the Future American Experience Sign-Off 
0 Star Trek: Next Gener 2! Jump Street Wanted Children G Shandlmg T. Ullman Duet Benny Hill Sign-Off 
0D Star Trek 21 Jump Street Wanted Children G  Shandlmg T Ullman Duel Scratch M'A'S'H Kenneth Copeland 700 Club 
am Hydroplane Racing NFLPrimetime NFL: Saver Sundays NFL Theatre Warriors NFL Pnmetime SportsCenter NFL s Greatest Moments 
TMC Man Loved Cat Dancing Movie "Maid to Order Movie: "Children of a Lesser God" Movie: "The Hit 
MONDAY EVENING            OCTOBER 10,1988 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
O News CBS News USA Today 60 Minutes Country Music Association Awards News Taxi Jeffersons Benson 
o Thanksgiving Supper Hour Venture Danger Bay Aad'Aed DeGrassi Huckleberry Firm Journal Movie: "The African Queen" 
0 News CBS News Fortune Jeopardy! WMfelulM Country MueK Association Awards fwws Magnum. P.I. 
0 Newt NBC News Ent Tonight Cheers ALF Hogan Movie    Winnie News Tonight Show Letterman 
0 News ABC News MM Family Feud MacGyver NFL Football: New York Giants at Philadelphia Eagles News Nightline 
0 Mechanic! Business MacNei/Lehrer Newshour Inside Family Ties Prosperity Politics To What End? Ideas EastEnders Show 
0D MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour Wonderful Work) of Disney Inside Family Ties Prosperity Politics TBA True North Ideas Business D. Shadow 
0 Batman Get Smart WKRP Hi Heroes Rockford Files Movie: "Weird Science B mm Morton Downey Jr. Lale Show 
S3 Spoons Facts of Life Family Ties 3 s Co Movie: "Popeye" News H'mooner Jeffersons Sanford Fall Guy 
ESPN SportsLook Starshot Sponsor NFL Trivia NFL NFL Mag. Classic Summer Water Skiing: International Baseball SportsCtr NFL NFL Theatre 
TMC Movie: "Explorers Movie: "Some Kind of Wonderful'' Movie: 'TltsMance" Movie: "The Malibu Bikini Shop" 
B.G. Elks 
Fall Lunch Specials 
starting at 
$2.75 
Our dining room is open to the 
public daily Mon.-Fri. 11 a.m. - 1:30 p.m. 
Banquet catering available for 
Office Parties, Reunions, Awards Banquets, 
6tc 
Call 352-2149 
0. '■'■ 
VIDEO SPECTRUM 
BOWLING GREEN'S LARGEST 
VIDEO SUPER STORE 
LOOK at the new 
movies here this week. 
tfafutlaim^-  suuatm 
Qndcrdla 
Plus Rambo III and The Unholy 
* We have                    * located close 
over 9,500                     l0 campus 
movies and                       E. Woosler to 
plenty of                        s. Moin 
VCR's to rent                 2 blocks to 
* Plenty of                        Washington St. 
free parking      Welcome Alumni 
112 E. Washington 352-4171   I 
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TUESDAY EVENING           OCTOBER 11,1988 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00  I  10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
O MM CBS News USA Today High Risk Movie: "Outback Bound" News Taxi Jeflersons Benson 
o NewsConta Fraggle Bits, Bytes fifth estate Market PI. Man Alive Journal News Movie: "Nunzio" 
ID News CBS News Fortune Jeopardy1 High Risk Movie: "Outback Bound" rtflWS Magnum. P1 
ID News  - NBC News Ent. Tonight Cheers Matkxk Movie: "Twice in a Lifetime" News Beat of Carson Letterman 
€D Wipeout ABC News Affair Family Feud Boss? TBA Moonlighting/Baseball thirtysomething/Basebail Sign-Ofl News Nightline Ride Tiger 
® Mechanic'l Business MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour Nova American Experience Global Rivals Ideas EastEnders Show 
HO MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour Wonderful World of Disney Nova American Experience Global Rivals Ideas Business D. Shadow 
69 Batman Gel Smart WKRP H.'s Heroes Rocklord Files Movie: "Secret Admirer" B Miller Morton Downey Jr. Late Show 
ED Spoons Facts ol Life Family Ties 3 s Co. Movie: "Weird Science" News H'mooner Jeflersons Sanlord FaH Guy 
ESPN 
TMC 
SporlsLook 
Movie    Hous 
PGA Tour 
e ot Games' 
SportsCtr Baseball Bodybuilding: Jr. Women    Top Rank Boxing: From Atlantic City. N J. 
Movie: "Adventure? in Babysitting"                              Movie: "Under Cover" 
Lighter Side SportsCtr.     PGA Tour 
Movie: "Stakeout" 
Racing 
WFnMF.sn AV F.VFNINC.     OCTOBER 12.1988 
fitnn 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
O News CBS News USA Today Garlield Blondie Equalizer Wiseguy News Taxi Jeflersons Benson 
o News Cont'd Front Page Best Years Nature of Things Boys On The Bus Journal News Movie: "Killdozer 
ID News CBS News Fortune Jeopardy1 Garlield Blondie Equalizer Wiseguy News Magnum, P.I. 
ID News NBC News Ent Tonight Cheers Unsolved Mysteries Highway to Heaven Destined to Live News Tonight Show Letterman 
m News ABC News Aflair Family Feud Gro. Pains Head Cits Movie: "Club Med/Baseball Playofls" Sign-Oil News Nightline Syndicate 
m Mechanic! Business MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour The Mind The Explorers: A Century o Discovery M. Russell Ideas EastEnders snow 
R1) MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour Wonderful Work) of Disney Congress Congress Behavior Behavior Great Lakes Watch Ideas Business D Shadow 
m Batman Get Smart WKRP H.'s Heroes Rocklord Files Movie: "Breathleat" B Miller Morton Downey Jr. Late Show 
fii) Spoons Facts of Life Family Ties 3'sCo Movie:   Night Moves' News H'mooner Jeflersons Sanford Fall Guy 
FSPN SportsLook Cycle Sports SportsCtr. Sports Tractor Putl Snooker Challenge Ladles Bowling: Hammer Eastern Open BodybuilCng SportsCtr 
Auto Racing Motorweek 
TMC Movie: "No Man's Land Movie:  "Less Than Zero' Movie: "Prince of Darkness" 
Movie   Ruthless People'' 
THI IRSnAY EVENING         OCTOBER 13.1988 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
o News CBS News USA Today 48 Hours Movie: "Red Earth, White Earth" News Taxi Jeflersons Benson 
o News Cont'd Again Way We Are Game. Set and Match Laughs CODCO Journal News Wired Aliens 
ID News CBS News Fortune Jeopardy1 48 Hours Movie: "Red Earth, White Earth News Magnum, P.I. 
ID New, NBC News Ent. Tonight Cheers Cosby Show DH. World Dear John Comedy Store 15th Year Class Reunion News Tonight Show Letterman 
m Wipeout ABC News Aflair Family Feud Stuntman Movie: "Cannonball Run ll/Basebali Playoffs" Sign-Ofl New* Nightkne "Tulu" 
m Mechanic'l Business MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour Wild Am. Bless Me Mystery' The Africans Ideas EastEnders Show 
© MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour Wonderful World of Disney Old House WHdAm. From FlatBoat to Towboat Mystery! Ideas Business D. Shadow 
ffl Batman Get Smart WKRP H.'s Heroes Rocklord Files Movie: "The Falcon and the Snowman" B Miller Morton Downey Jr. Laie Snow 
© Spoons Facts of Life Family Ties 3 s Co Movie: "The Sword and the Sorcerer" News H'mooner Jeflersons Sanford Fall Guy 
ESPN SportsLook Sportsman SportsCtr BpeeMMi Drag Racing: Fal Nat Monster Trucks Racing Truck and Tractor Pull SpeedWeek SportsCtr. Auto Racing: Ratty 
TMC Movie: "Splash" Movie: "Dreamscape" Movie: "Lady Beware Movie: "NigrinTyifs" 
352-7658 
KEEP AMERICA 
BEAUTIFUL 
Haircuts • $6 
Perms - $22." - 75 
Mini Mall Solon 
190 S. Main • thru the 
brick 
walkway 
DOWNTOWN 
FALCON HOUSE 
Sporting Goods 
"Your Athletic Shoe And Sports Headquarters in B.G." 
r=*=* "! 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
$2.00 OFF the purchase of 
any crew or hooded sweatshirt 
with this coupon 
(asst. styles and colors) 
Expires Oct. 15, 1988 
BGSU transfer, and sew on letters available 
1_ i   flhl  IBi — i 
Athletic Shoes * Apparel • Sweats • Swlmwear 
School Jackets • T-Shirt Printing • Sports Equipment 
123 S. Main St. Downtown B.G. 352-3610 
We've Movsd • New Location • Across from Huntlngton Bank 
^ ♦ WEI* 
WHEN YOU NEED 
TO MAKE YOUR. 
BEST IMPRESSION 
Professional Work al Reasonable Prices 
Stop in and see our samples! 
THE COPY SHOP 
117 E. Court 
352-4068 
Hours: Mon-Fri 9:30-5:30 
